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Turn your shop ideas
into free tools

It's been said that the best things in
Ilife are free, and I certainly can't
argue with that. Especially when
those free things are power tools.
That's why I'm so thrilled to tell you
about our latest contest. DeWalt
Industrial Tool Company has teamed
up with WOOb magazine to spon-
sor the first-ever GREAT AMERI-
CAN WORKSHOPS CONTESTTM.
Winners in various categories will
share in $10.000 worth of tool
prizes. And, you'll love this part All
you need is a workshop, camera,
pen, and paper to enter. If you have a
shop-smart safety idea, original work- workbench, or idea helps you work more

efficiently and effectively every day. Then
mail these in, along with the completed
entry form. That's it-you're done.

For its part, contest sponsor DeWalt
Industrial Tools will provide $3,000 worth
of tools to the winner of the Best Overall
Shop category, and $1,000 in tools to each
of the winners of the seven remaining cat-
egories. You might even become famous
because we'll feature the winners in our
March 2002 issue.

Just remember, the entry deadline is
October 1,2001. That gives you plenty of
time to showcase your best stuff.
To all of you, the very best of luck. I

can't wait to see what you send in.rl

bench design, problem-solving organizer,
or just a great all-around workshop, you
may have what it takes to win.

Sound easy? It is. As you'Il see in our
contest rules on pages 24 and 25, therc are
eight ways to win, eight categories from
which to choose.
Now. I and the rest of the crew at

WOOD can't enter. but I would like to
share with you a few insider tips that
might help your chances. First, take a
minute or two to ensure that your photos
are well-composed, focused, and lit prop-
erly. Remove any clutter that might dis-
tract from the object you're showing off-
that will eam you points with the judges.

Make your write-up short, but clear and
complete. If your handwriting is as hard to
read as mine, type your letter. Let us
know how your shop, storage solution,
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talkin back
Our bulletin

The ins and
outs of arcs
In issue 126, you gave GarrY LibertY
of Quebec a simple method for draw-
ing an arc over a window or doorwaY.
It seemed to me that he was asking
for a circular arc; you gave him a
solution for an arc that is best com'
pared to the elastic line formed by a

beam being bent by a single, centered
load. This arc differs slightly from a

circular one, and to be syrnmetrical,
the wood strip used to draw it must be

homogeneous over its entire length.
To draw a circular arc, drive finish

nails at points A and B. Mark Your
desired height at point T midwaY
between A and B. Place two slats
along lines AT and BT, making a rigid
joint at T, as shown in Drawing l.

Place your pencil point at the slats'
intersection andn sliding the slats on
the finish nails, draw the arc, as
shown in Drawing la.

Another pleasing curve to use is an

ell iptical arc. To draw this arc, f ind the

centerpoint C, and mark your desired
height at point T. Measure line AC. Set
your compass to this dimension and
swing an arc from T to intersect line
AB at the two focal points, Fr and Fz,

as shown in Drawing 2. Drive finish
nails at Fr and Fz. Tie a piece of non-

stretching string at Fr, loop it over a .
pencil point held at T and, pull ing it i
tight, tie it otf at Fz. Now, keeping the .
string tight, let it guide your pencil as i
you draw your elliptical arc, as shown .
in Drawing 2a. :

-Klaas }terdoom, Bentveld, Netherlands :
i

The key to the i
draweillock bit review i
In the drawer-lock router bit review in .
issue 129, the i l lustration showing the i
router table setup is correct, but Step .
3 of the instructions doesn't agree. lt :
should read, "Position your router i
table fence that distance back from .
the upper cutting edge of the bit." i

-Ray Williamson, Peterborough, )nt. '

Touch6, Ray. Incidentally, many readers
have asked where thev can buv this bit.

Almost every router-bit manufacturer
makes a drawer-lock bit, but you aren't

likely to find one at your local home

center or hardware store. Look for a

woodworking machinery dealer under
Tools-Electric in your Yellow Pages.

You also can mail-order these bits

directly from manufacturers, or through

major woodworking-supply catalogs.
(MLCS offers its Katana drawer-lock bit

no. 18850 for $39.00. Call 800/533-9298.)

Better advice on Poor-
fitting drill-press taPer
The solution for a poor'f itt ing dri l l '
press chuck Morse taper suggested by

reader John Graber on Page I in

issue 131 won't work. These tapered

arbors have a drive tang on the end

: tnat mates with a 
"2:,:,r;::;2rrirr, ,,

board for letters, comments, and timely updates

CIRCULAR ARC

ELLIPTICAL ARC
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talkingback

the tapered recess in the drill-press
quill. The tang engages its slot well
before the tapers make contact, mak-
ing it impossible to lap the chuck
arbor in the quill. Try replacing the
arbor instead. The Morse-taper arbor
on a chuck is a separate piece that is
press-fit into the ehuck body. To
replace it, open the chuck all the way
and support it, arbor down in an open
vise. Use a punch or a piece of rod
and a hammer to drive the arbor out.
Purchase a new one of the same size,
and reseat it using a wood block to
cushion the hammer. blows,

-Kenneffi Plegef Capac, Mich.

Thanks for your input, Kenneth. If you

can't find them locally, Gruzly Indusnial,
S00l 523477 7, and Woodworker' s Supply,
8Nl&5-9292, sell chucks and Morse-
taper arbors. Woodcraft , 8N1225-1I53,
sells the TaperMate Morse taper cleaner.
Call for catalogs.

The spin
on saw blades
In your article on tablesaw safety in
issue 128, you state that a blade
whirling at 8,000 rpm should instill
caution, but not fear. This saw you
refer to would instill both caution and
fear in me. Neither of my tablesaws,
nor others of which I am aware, turn
at this speed. Generally speaking,
anywhere from 3,00H,000 rPm is the

norm. All my blades have recommend-
ed speeds well under 8n000 rPm,

-John Bakes, West Vancouver, B.C.

You're right, John, 8,000 is not rpm; it is

fom (feet per minute), a measure of the
speed of the blade's teeth as they come
around the bend.

To put this in units we all understand,
we did the math. The average under-load
speed of the seven tablesaws we tested in

issue 128 is3,428 rpm. At this rotation,
the teeth of a 10" blade are fraveling at
102 mph for Americans, or 164 kph for
our Canadian neighbors.

Desert dustbin has a
olt€-?fmed Gactus
A reader called to tell us that one of the
pafferns for the Desert Dustbin in issue
t32 is incomplete. The cactus on the
desert scene panel has only one arm, and

the row of lacing holes along one edge is

missing. We've reprinted this part of the
pattern on page 86. You can make a copy
of the page and mate it to your existing pat-

tern. We apologize for the inconvenience.

Mffifueff radss.
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qreat ideas- for vour shop

tail-sale
router iig
A specialist at through
or stopped dadoes
and grooves

f here are only a few things that can
I go wrong when you're routing

dadoes for shelves. Unfortunately, most

of them ruin the job, so one of our free-

lance craftsmen, Erv Roberts, designed a
router jig that's easy to align and cuts the

exact thickness of the shelf. Best of all,
the router can wander away from the
fence while you're working-without
ruining the job.

The secret is a flush-trimming pattern bit
with a bearing above the cutters. As you

guide the
bit along a
fence. the cut
is directly below
the bearing---one
edge of the cut automatically falls exactly
along the front of the fence. Erv's jig uses

a router bit nanower than the dado you
need, but has two fences. If your router

wanders away from one, the other keeps
you from routing outside your layout lines.

Begin by laying out both sides of the
dado. Clamp the jig's fixed fence over one

of the layout lines, then slip the shelf stock
between the fixed and movable fences.
Turn the wing nuts to snug the movable
fence against the stock, and clamp it in
place. To make the cut, guide the bearing
along one fence, then the other, traveling
clockwise. To make a stopped dado, use

the optional stops.
Most of the jig screws together. Make

the movable fence from two pieces, as
shown in the detail. Slip the bolts through
the holes in the narrow piece, then glue

the two pieces together. To form the
shouldered keyhole slot in the fixed fence,

drill the 3/c" endholes, then rout thee/zz"
slot with a Vq" bit chucked in your table-
mounted router. Now, centering a3/q" bit

on the end holes, rout a 3Ao"-deep shoulder

in the fence's boffom face. The end holes

let you add and remove the stops without

taking offthe wing nuts.
Do you need to rout a dovetail or key-

hole slot? Simply install a guide bushing
in your router subbase, and adjust the
movable fence to the bushing's diameter. I

Written by Jeff Day
Project Design: Erv Roberts, Des Moines, lowa
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photograph: Baldwin Photography

Connecbr bolts t3''tengttt 0o.06K90,. :,
$4.50/10 pack) and cross dowel (no. 06K70,
$2.50/10gack) are available from Woodcraft-
Oall800/225-1153. Pattem bits are available
frorn Eagle Amerioa in various sizes. Call
8OOl872-2511 for a catalog.

t: i,

3/t x 21lz x

3h x 21lz x 30" stock

s/sz" keyhole slot
(Cut in 2 passes.)

3 lcx2 l lzx  12"  s tock

#8 x 111+" F.H.
wood screw

1lt-20 x3"
connector bolt P
1lt-ZQbarret nut-!

l/+" nut

3lqxsla x 2112" stock 3lqx21lzx 71l+" stock

Strip ripped from edge.
11/ro" hole

' r l lu"F l - \ , /o-20*3 '
--'112" connector bolt
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Answers to your questions from letters
e-mails, and W00D ONL|NEo

Raise panels

woodfd

with a tablesaw
or routet?
f\ I'm about to make my first set of
lg raised panel doors. What's the
best way to go about it? I have read
how to go about it on a tablesaw using
a jig. Or would it be best to spend the
big bucks for a panel-raising router bit
set? | have a Hitachi MVl2 3hp router.

-Dennis McFiggins, BrockPort, N.Y.

A I have cut raised panels both waYs,
Fl tablesaw and router bit. I was satis-
fied with the tablesaw panels, but the
clean-up sanding was tedious. So I
bought a3Vz" diameter CMT bit. I have

the same router that you do and it works
great. I run the router at its lowest speed
(8,000 rpm) for safety and to reduce
tearout. I run each panel over the bit at
least six times, taking a small amount of
material with each pass.

-Jack Francis, Geneva, lll.

A For a thorough look at the different
Fl methods of raising panels, check
Issue 62, August 1993. Call 800/346-
9663 to order a copy for $6.95.

-trVOODo magazine

A If you want different profiles than
Fl just plain flat panels, I would go

with the bits. Also, the raised-panel bits
are supposed to reduce the amount of
finish sanding you have to do. I have
used the tablesaw on several projects and
really got great results. Once you are set

up, it is amazing how fast you can do
panels. On one project, in two hours I set
up the tablesaw, raised the panels, and
had the finish sanding done on l0 good-

sized panels. It would have been about
the same if I had used raised panel bits,
because you probably would need to run

= - - : - !

.==+
t ' - :

every plece
through three or
four times and still
back and do some
touch-up sanding.

-BillSchreibet

lntarsia with
a bandsaw?
,\ Has anyone tried doing intr
\I with a bandsaw? All I have
small scrollsaw, and I can never fol
the lines due to vibration.

_Sid,WOOD ONLINE

f, I have done several intarsia pieces

A on a 10" benchtop bandsaw with a
very small blade on it, and they were
quite acceptable. I think the sanding is
more critical than the method of cutting.

-Robert Zink, Grand Haven, Mich.

How do you clean
big sanding belts?
,tf lam looking for information
\{ about cleaning sanding belts,
parricurarry ror wide druTrill,ofi^],* 

,,,

A Performax product manager
A Warren Weber offers a couple of
options, Duane. If your belt has a

A Yes, use a /s" blade. Intarsia expert
lil luoy Gale Roberts uses a bandsaw
all the time.

-William Beatty, Haliburton, 0nt.

resinous build-up that can't be removed
with a rubber cleaning stick, soak it for a

few hours in a couple of ounces of
household cleaner mixed with a quart of

water. Or, go the heavy-duty cleaning
route with a 50/50 mixture of mineral
spirits and lacquer thinner. Obviously,
the latter mixture is quite volatile, so
cover the container and keep it in a safe
place. Whichever method you choose,
finish up by scrubbing the face of the

belt with a stiff nylon brush. A couple of

cautions: Soaking is appropriate for
polyester- or cloth-backed belts, but not
for those with paper backing. And if
your drum-sander belt has a Velcro
backing, you might find debris from the

face side lodging on the back. Finally,
Weber suggests wrapping your belt in

the opposite direction when you re-

install it. You'll extend the useful life of

its abrasive particles.
-{trt00D magazine

Continued on page 18
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woodforum

How to position a
router table track
l'ff | 'm building a router table with
\{ the router plate in the center of
the top. How far should the miter track
be from the plate or the bit?

-Pete Brown,Ortord, Md.

A Get it as close to the bit as you can,
A while sti l l  allowing your miter
gauge to pass. Put your largest bit in
your router, then place your miter gauge
directly in front at a point where it will
clear the bit. That should tell you about
where to cut the slot.

-Kevin Roberts, Katy, Texas

A I just placed a commercial rack in
ll my shop-built router table about 3"
from the front of the table. As long as
the miter gauge and all of your jigs clear
the bit, you should have 

:;r::t:rO;;I;;r ,,

A I installed a track and used it about
|{ three times. Then I used a piece of
lauan plywood about 9xl2" for a sled,
and attached a piece of scrap across the
niurow dimension, square to the edge, to
serve as a sled fence. I mounted a hold-
down clamp on that fence. Place the
long edge against the router fence, clamp
your stock against the sled fence, and
rout away. It works great.

-Bandy Walker, Atlanta, Mo.

How does ash
compare to oak?
n Our local hardwood mill folks
\l mentioned that they would be
sawing and kiln-drying some ash soon.
This got me to thinking about using
some of it on my next small project-
making a frame to hold 400 name
badges for our church. I've worked
mostly with red oak, ls ash anything

like red oak for resaw-
ing, jointing, planing,
and routing?

-Chuck Hosler 0nalaska, Wis.

Continued on page 20
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A Chuck, white ash is a fine substi-
A tut" for red oak in indoor projects.

Note, however, that its extreme hardness
makes it susceptible to burning from
blades and bits. It has a tendency to chip
when you use a router, too. To check out
other species' characteristics, log on to
www.woodmagazine.com, and click on
"Wood Profiles" under the WOODa
magazine button.

--jJV0OD magazine

Tablesaw blades
take the low road
n I've read ditferent theories about
\{ the proper height for your table-
saw blade. Some woodworkers say it
should extend just sl ightly higher than
the workpiece, for safety reasons, and
some say it should be quite a bit high'
er, so that the front teeth cut down on
the wood. I usually set my blade so

that five to seven teeth show above the
wood. What's the best method?

-John Bissell, Lampe, Mo.

A John, we took your question to
l.t Roger Cliffe, who wrote Table
Saw: Workshop Bench Reference. The
ideal, according to Roger, is to set your
blade so that three to five teeth are in the
wood at a time and no more than V+"
protrudes above the workpiece.When
you move from thin to thicker stock,
switch to a blade with fewer, bigger

teeth to follow this rule. Use a 24-tooth
blade to rip a2x4, for example.

This method minimizes friction and also
reduces the chance of accidentally con-
tacting the exposed portion of the blade
with your hands. Another problem with
raising the blade up high is that you're
putting a much wider section of the blade
inside the wood. That increases the likeli-
hood of kickback if the workpiece twists
slightly on its path across the saw.

-+,00D magazine

Got a question?
lf you're looking for an answer to a woodwork-
ing question, wite b: W00D Forum,1716
lncrtst St, GA 310, lles tloines, lA SIHP
flZif or e-mail us at woodforum@mdp.com.
For an immediate answer to your question, get
help from fellow woodworkers by pmting it on
one of our Intemet discussion groups at:
ww.rmodmline.com.
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The new DgWALT store

13oo products. See the
newest cordless tools and
the hard-to-fi nd woodwork-
ing accessories. Our heavy-
duty product information
including customer ratings
and reviews will help you
select the right products.

Visit the DTWALT store at

chop saws drilts grinders hammer
drills planers routers the DTWALT store
screw guns Yacuums saw blades

www. a m azo n . co m / d ewa [t

Thp into the
Power of the Pros.

The new Delta store has
over 1,ooo products
from a complete
line-up of unisaws to
those hard-to-find
machinery attach-
ments. Extensive
product information
including customer
ratings and reviews
will help you choose
the r ight toolfor the
job. We'll even deliv-
er to your door for
only $s.99.

Visit the Detta store at
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tool buve.rs'
update

new Miter SOOO sled
revels in lncra-think

s if three Incra miter guides
weren't enough, Taylor Design has

added yet another crosscutting accessory
to its lineup. But the newest addition-
the Miter 5000 sled-may be their finest
offering yet.

Like Incra's Miter 3000 protractor-style
guide, which we reviewednWoODa
magazine issue 133, the Miter 5000 pro-
vides positive miter stops every Vz" over a
full 180" range. That's a total of 3&

repeatable stops, a feat no other guide or
sled can top.

In fact, the Miter 5000 sled is so rooted
in the Miter 3000 guide that, if you leave
out a few parts, you can make it into a
3000. But those extra parts make it well
worth the additional money you'Ilpay.

For starters, you get a spacious
22x23V2" melamine-coated, MDF sled
base that can carry stock up to 25V2" wide
through the cut. Incra engineers also

added a fxed right-side base to support
the offcut piece and reduce tearout.

Following the manufacturer' s instruc-
tions, we attached a miter bar to the righr
side base, put the assembly in the right
miter slot. and frimmed the excess base
material by running it through the saw.
We then positioned the base where shown
in the photo below left, andusing a hex-
head wrench, tightened the expanding
discs in the bar, locking the base in place.

The result is a low-friction, zero-clear-
ance "catcher" for your cutoffs. If you

need to make a bevel-cut on your righr
tilting saw, you can easily remove the
base. Or, Taylor sells spare right bases
that you can bevel to match your most
common cuts.

On the fence
Another bonus of the Miter 5000 is its
fence. Cut from the same extrusion as the
Miter 3000 fence, this model boasts 32" of
backup for your stock. Not enough for
you? No problem, because the fence tele-
scopes out to more than 64"-that's more
than 4" longer than the Delta 36-205,
which was the longest in our recent test.

When you're swinging that much fence
from one end, you might worry about
deflection. Incra engineers addressed that,
as well, by adding an L-bracket that
secures the fence to a T-fiack along the
sled's outboard edge. (That T-track also
accepts an optional hold-down clamp.)
Our only complaint here is that you need a
hexhead wrench to move the brackets;
we'd like to see wing nuts or knobs to
speed the process.

Because it bonows so heavily from the
Miter 3000, the Miter 5000 shares one of
its foibles as well. We found that we still
had to be careful to make sure the sec-
ondary rack-and-pawl miter-stop system

WOOD magazine August 2001
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For more inlormation:

Taylor Design
www.incra.com
972t418-4811

For specilications 0n other types of t00ls, click on
"Tool Comparisons" at www.woodmall.com

(that gives you the Vz" increments) was
returned to the "zero" position before we
made each cut.

If you're kicking yourself for buying the
Miter 3000 guide when you could have
had the sled, go easy. Taylor Design presi-
dent Chris Taylor told us you can buy an

upgrade kit to convert your Miter 3000 to
a Miter 5m0.

Would we buy one?
You bet. Although we still like the sheer
simplicity (and comparatively low price
tag) of the Dubby jig, the Miter 5000

gives you repeatability you won't find
anywhere else-if you have the budget. It
costs nearly $300. But for the money, we
can't imagine you could ask much more
of a crosscut accessory and get it. |l

Written by Dave Gampbell with Garry Smith
Photograph: Baldwin Photography

www.woodonline.com

H.ffind the Store to Make
Them a Reality.

store is now
t open with over r5o JET products

in stock, including best sel lers
and hard- to- f ind at tachments.
Complete product  in format ion
including customer reviews make
compar ing  p roduc ts  qu ick  and

, easy. Visit the JET store and see
' why JET is one of the fastest grow-
r ing brands in the industry.

-.!6

Visit the f ET store at

www.amazon.com/iet
dust collectors jointers planers
saws wood lathes the f ET store
shapers sanders planer-molders

Wryb Built a Porter-Cable
Store to Show it all.

See the complete l ine-up of
Porter-Cable products in the new

Porter-Cable store. Over 9oo
items including pneumat-

ics and cordless tools to
the hard-to-find wood-

working accessories. See
the entire fleet of this

year's new Porter-Cable products
at the store that has it atl.

Visit the Porter-Cable store at

www.amazon.co m I portercab le
touters sanders cordless tools
generators the Porter-Cable store
nailers & staplers air compressors



rrvoodonline.
How you benefit by going to www.woodonline.com

Youtve got to see this

. Shop tips

. Gifts

. Scrollsaw techniques

. Weekend projects

kitchen renovation
The October 2001 issue of WOODa will
feature a floor-to-ceiling overhaul of a
kitchen, including articles on building and
installing your own kitchen cabinets and
countertops. But you don't have to wait
until that issue arrives in your mail-

box. You can check on our progress

through weekly Website updates begin-
ning June 2l .ln addition to getting a
glimpse of the work in progress, you'll
find serninars on enlarging a brick win-
dow opening, installing a window, apply-
ing ceramic tile, laying down a vinyl-tile
floor, and the decorative painting tech-
niques of stippling and stenciling.
www.woodmasazine.com/handhorne/

Find out what tools other woodworkers rate tops
Ask any woodworker how they feel about a particular type or brand of power tool, and

you're likely to get some strong opinions. Now, open up that discussion to thousands of

woodworkers from around the world, and watch the fur fly! You can join in the fun in

several ways. To pose a question about any tool, respond to someone else's query, or
just sound off about a tool experience, go into the'Tools and Tool Buying" discussion
group at http://talk.woodmagazine.com I

On the bottom of that same page you'll find individual tool-review groups in which your

fellow readers post their reactions to the most-recent WOOD magazine tool reviews.

Get your hands on WOOD's best stuff
Did you know that the top projects and woodworking techniques to ever appear in

WOOD magazine have been compiled in a series of handy books? You'll find titles, rang-
ing in price from $5.95 to $12.95, devoted to:

. Outdoor projects ' Shop-made tools
Go to http://woodstore.woodmall.com and click on WOOD Books
in the lefi-hand column.
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W00D@ Magazine and DrWA[T's

Great American Workshops Contesl
1 . NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
2. For Workshop entries: Send in completed entry form
alonq with 6-8 quality, color photographs, no smaller than
3x5', of your workshop showing the overall view ol the
lavout, as well as anv special areas. Include a shop overview
slietcl'r of the floor pian that shows power tools, workbench,
and storage areas. Provide the rough overall shop
dimensions. Spaces, workbenches, organizers, etc. must
appear clutter-free in the photos for proper presentation.
Also include an explanation (50-250 words) of how and why
your shop design works for you. You may cover such topics
as climate control, lighting, dust collection, efficiency,
organization, storage, accessibility, safety, special touches,
etc. Specify whether the shop is a basement, garage 0r
dedicated outbuilding workshoP.
For 0rganizer, Workbench and Safety categories: Include two
color photographs, no smaller than 3x5", clearly showing
cateoory subiect plus a 50-100 word exolanation of the
subiectihat fbcudes on function and imoortance to the
opeiation of the shop. A dimensional sketch may also be
submitted.
3. Entries must be received by October 1, 2001. All entries
must be postpaid; collect entries will be refused. You may
enler as many categories as you wish but a separate entry
form and sepirate set of photographs are required for each
entry. Entrant's shop design must be original.
4. Entries, including photographs, become propeO of
W00D Maguine and DTWALT Industrial Tool Company and
will not be returned. Entries must be work completed by
entrant and not previously published or entered in any other
contest or have won any other awards.
5. The sponsors are not responsible for illegible, lost, late,
misdirected, damaged, delayed or stolen entries. Entry
constitutes oermission to use winner's name, hometown,
entry and photograph of self and shop for editorial and
proirotional purposes by sponsors, unless prohibited by law.
Emolovees and immediate familv members of Meredith
Coiooiation and DTWALT and th'eir atJiliates and subsidiaries
are ineligible. 0pen to U.S. and Canadian residents (except
0uebec), 18 years and older. Subject to all U.S. federal,
state and local laws and regulations. Void where prohibited.
6. A panel of judges lrom Meredith Corporation and
woodworking experts will judge all entries based on overall
oroanization of shop, safetv of floor 0lan, completeness 0t
sh-oo and arranoement of tbols on oi about October 1, 2001.
Winners will be selected and notified by mail on or about
October 31, 2001. All decisions ol the judges are final.
7. The following eight (8) prizes will be awarded:
a. Best 0verall Shop - $3,000 worth of DEWALT Tools
b. Best Shop Utilizing DTWALT Tools - $1,000 worth ol
DTWALT Tools
c. Best Prolessional Woodworker (one-man) Shop - $1,000
worth of DTWALT Tools
d. Best 0riginal Workbench Design - $1,000 worth of
DTWALT Tools
e. Best Storaoe Solution or 0roanizer for One or More
Portable Pow-er Tools - $1.000 worth of DTWALT Tools
f. Best Storage Solution or 0rganizer for Power Tool
Accessories iDrill Bits, Blades, Sandpaper, etc.) - $1,000
worth of DTWALT Tools
g. Best Storage or Organizer solution for Hardware - $1,000
worth of DTWALT Tools
h. Best 0riqinal Workshop Safetv ldea (Must be able to
represent idea by photo) - $1,001 worth of DTWALT Tools.
The aooreoate retail value of all orizes offered in connection
with this c-ontest is U.S. $10.000. The value of each
individual orize is based on the item's cunent retail price as
set forth by DTWALT's suggested list price and will be
orovided to the selected contest winners. The odds of
winning will depend upon the number and nature of the
eligible entries received.
8. Winners are responsible for applicable tues. Winners
will be required to complete an Affidavit of Eligibility,
Ownership and Liability/Publicity Release and Selection Form
within 14 days of notification 0r an alternate winner may be
selected. Prizes are non-transferable and lthere is] n0
substitution or exchange for cash in lieu of [any] prize.
Winners should allow 4-6 weeks from DTWALT's recei0t of
their Selection Form for delivery.
9. Photos ol winners and their shops may be published in
the March 2002 issue of W00D. For a list of winners, send
a separate self-addressed stamped envelope after December
1, 2001 to 'Great American Workshops," 1 716 Locust Street
(GA 310), Des Moines, lA 50309-3023.

. Holiday decorations

. Furniture

. Router techniques

. Country projects
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Helping you work faster,smar[er. and safer

top shop tip

Stacker stores
sanding sleeves
When I  bought my osci l lat ing
spindle sander,  I  d idn' t  consider
how to store six different sizes of
sleeves in three grits. They fit
inside one another.  but  I  couldn' t

grab a middle
size without
dumping them
al l  out .

To organize
my sleeves, I
cut three rings
for each diam-
eter of sanding
sfeeve trom 1/2"

stock, each
r ing s l ight ly

smal ler  than the sanding
sleeve it wil l hold. I then
stacked them layer-cake
fashion, topped off each
stack with a s/e" dowel rod,
and glued the three stacks
to a base.

I slipped the sleeves over
the r ings,  and put the hold-
er next to my sander. Now
I can quickly grab any of
18 di f ferent sanding
sleeves without fumbling
or  dumping .

-Larry Apps, Syracuse, N.Y.

Hold the dri l l  presses!
Herets another way to
set threaded inserts
Threaded inserts are awfully handy
for shop jigs and knockdown furni-
ture, but frankly, they're diff icult to
thread into solid wood. Even using a
dril l  press to start them can be tricky.
Here's a method I l ike to use.

Start by coating a fender washer,
and the threads of a machine screw
that f its into the insert, with wax. Slip
the screw through the washer and
thread it into the insert.

In your workpiece, dr i l l  a hole a l i t t le
deeper and slightly smaller than the
insert so that the threads wil l just

catch in the hole, as shown above.
Now, put a dab of epoxy in the hole
and drive the screw and insert into
the workpiece. After the epoxy sets,
back out the screw.

-Jim Downing,
W00Do magazine senior design editor

Corttirruecl on page 28
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Horseshoe magnet
kicks cutterhead creep
I enjoyed reading Paul Lonergan's tip
for stopping cutterhead creep on his
Delta 22-540 planer in lssue #123.
Instead of using a clamP, I Place a

U-shaped horseshoe
magnet over the Plan-
er's height-adiustment
handle, as shown below
left.lt holds the handle
firmly in place, yet can

be removed
easily to adjust
the cutterhead.

-Jerald Holland,

Austin, Minn.

Goffee cans
make great
second hands
To finish both sides of a Pro-
ject at one setting, I suPPort
it on empty coffee cans fitted
with sheet-metal screws that
protrude from the bottoms,
as shown above right. SimPlY
poke holes in the can bot'

tom, then drive the screws
through the holes from the
inside of the coffee can.

After coating one side of the Pro'
ject, I turn it over and rest it on the
screw points to comPlete the iob.
Although the screw marks seldom
show, coating the "best" side last
ensures a mark-free iob.

lrank J. Bober, Pine CW N.Y
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screw
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We take the guesswork out
of starting youl own business.
Turn your passion into profit!

Furniture repair and refinishing

is a mutti-billion dollar industry

and Guardsman WoodProo is

readyto hetp you take adwntage

of this market opportunitY.

Guardsman WoodPro is a

national franchise network

specializing in furniture rePair

and refinishing, and the onlY

GUARDSMAN*WhDoho'
The most trusled nme in Jurnilure rcpainrv

Investment range: $ro,ooo - $zo,ooo o Offer by Prospectus only
Unit and Master Franchises available worldwide

company of its kind backed bY

more than 13o years of industry

experience. Your Guardsman

WoodPro business comes with:
o Extensive training
. Ongoing support
o Protected territories
o Low overhead
o National accounts
o Financing package

Order your ftee info-video todaY!
Ca[[: 8oo.496.6lll
www. gu a rd s m a nwood p ro.co m
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Build a flexible weapon
in the war against dust
I like to beat dust and wood chips by
capturing them right at the source. So

cut out its shape. Next, I clamp or
screw the template to my benchtop,
place the workpiece in the cutout,
and sand it with my random-orbit
sander. lf you don't have a router
table, you could use the same
process to round over the edges of
a hard-to-handle workpiece, provid-
ed it's thick enough that the router
bit's pilot bearing clears the top of
the template.

-Bob Weigel, Tucson, Ariz.

I built the flexible drill-press dust-
collection system, shown above, wilh
a few feet of heavy-gauge electrical
wire and a jumbo hose clamp. (Look
in the automotive or plumbing aisle at
your hardware store.)

I found that solid-copper grounding
wire offers the best combination of
strength and flexibility, allowing me
to easily position the hose's nozzle.
You can use either insulated or bare
copper wire.

-John Patrician, Abington, Mass.,

via W00D 0NLlNEo

Hands-off sanding of
shapely parts
When I need to sand small or odd-
shaped pieces, I first trace the part
onto a scrap of Vc" hardboard, then

/q" hardboard template

Cut out to fit part.

Continued on page JO
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Router

-F _ ! , - r+'c tightweight for greater control, has a
f gI n ;:;.; ranse of speeds, and incrudes soft

Fein@

state-of-the-art router operates at a con-
sistent torque and speed for extremely
smooth operation and a cleaner edge.

start, dust coltection port, and QC spindle. The new FEIN RT-1800 is designed
for the cabinetmaker, solid surface fabricator and serious hobbyist. Catl. 1-
800-441-9878 for more information and a dealer near you, or visit us on
the web at www.feinus.com.
F in i sh ing  i s  j us t  t he  beg inn ing

Fein Power Tools, Inc. 1030 Atcon Street
Pittsburgh, PA 75220 1-800 44t-9879www.woodonline.com
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Thumbs up for storing
poly glue nose down
I can't tell you how many times I've
grabbed a half-used bottle of
polyurethane glue only to find a skin
of hardened glue between me and the

uncured glue. Rather
than getting frus-
trated, lfound a
way to make that
barrier work for me
rather than against.

Bore holes
to accommodate
glue spout and cap.

Laminate two
3 x 3 x 11/2" blocks.

I built a block, as shown at left, to
hold my polyurethane bottle upside
down when not in use. Air trapped
inside rises to the top (now the bot-
tom) of the container, so any barrier
formed by the cured glue keeps the
glue near the top of the bottle when
it's upright, preventing further curing
in the container.

-Jan Svec, W00Do magazine proiects editor

Dowel centers
mark the spot
My "honey-do" list recently included
buitding some knick-knack shelves,
and because they needed to be
sturdy, I opted to hang them using
keyhole slots. But I've never had
much luck marking the screw-holes
accurately on the wall.

About the time I was finishing uP
construction, I stumbled across my

old dowel centers, and it dawned on
me: These gadgets are perfect for
locating the screws! lfound a couple
that fit the top of the keyhole slots,
and when | (l mean, my wife) was
happy with the shelf placement, a
sharp rap on the shelf left me with
clear marks for the screw locations.

-Mike Glennon, Weymouth, Mass.

1 Continued on Page 32
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furatomy of a
perfect mitef.

43298 Sure-Loc
Miter Gauge
w/Tru-Trac Bar

$gg.ee

From its interlocking teeth to the
backbone of the system, the expanding
miter bar, this is the miter gauge you'l l
want to get your hands on.

@ t-ooo-27e-4441

@ r-877-Roo(LER

@ rockler.com/go/V | 355 Code 
'1181O

Circle No. 900



The Electronics
Superstore that

Comes to Your Door
Crutchfield's catalog has
more than 140 pages
packed with the
latest audio and
video equipment,
comparison
charts and
buying tips
you won't find
anywhere else.

There's even more Allthe big brands:Sony, Bose,
online. Vsit our Harman Kardon, 0nkyo, JVC,

weDs*e ror ln-walr 
Infinity' Polk Audio and more'

speakers, infrared repeaters, wall plates
and everything else you'll need for
beautiful custom installation work.

And, once you've found what you want,
you'll find a fantastic shipping deal, free
lifetime tech support, and a 30-day Total
Satisfaction Guarantee. It's never been
so easy to get the features and perform-
ance you want.

Galltodayfor your : 'i.';' catalog

shoptips

No headstands to lock
that base in place
To eliminate bending over to lock the
casters on my jointer's mobile base, I
extended the factory locking knobs
as shown below. Here's how.

ln a steel bar the same width as the
mobile base, I dri l led holes slightly
larger than, but spaced the same as,
the knob holes on the mobile base. I

then attached the bar to the jointer

cabinet directly over the knob holes,
using self-tapping screws.

I cut two lengths of 3/8" threaded rod
that extend from the wheel to about
an inch beyond the steel bar. After
turning one end of the rod into the
base's lock-knob hole, I put a jam nut
and coupler onto the free end of the
rod and a jam nut on the shaft of the
factory locking knob. Finally, lthread-
ed the factory knob into the coupler,
as shown, and tightened the jam nuts
against the coupler.

-Jan Svec, W00Do magazine
project editor

Gauge prevents
planing problems
Anyone who has planed down stock
to different thicknesses knows the
frustration of planing material too

thin. To prevent this, I created an
accurate thickness gauge by routing
and f abeliflg 1/c" , 3/8" , 1/2" , s/a" , and 3/q"

notches in a piece of plywood. lt's
proved faster and more accurate than
a ruler.Q

Mark Liska, Manitowoc, Wis.

& ffew Ev*ffitre SHps frssm
**&tr w#&sd1$rscnkfimg prss
. Need dowels to match an exotic or
unusual species of wood? Learn how to
make them yourself in the Outdoor
Serving Cart project on page 34.
. Router guide bushings and templates
can help you mass produce pieces with
identicaf cutouts or shapes. On page

70, see how we used them to make the
wall plates.

Rout slots with
straight router bits.

Stock being planed
Lock knob with /e" threaded rod l1/zu
long inserted into bottom :,

Self-tapping screw
attaches steel bar

,,+cabinet \ 
g

Ts" threaded rod.
inserted into lock

/------]rv\
Mobile base Wheel
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Tucked neatly beneath the hinged center
lid is a mahogany-lined ice chest. With its
four cubic foot capacity, you'll be able to

keep plenty of refreshments on ice.

34



f lesigned by Jim Downing, our
I fDesign Editor and resident boat
Lr, builder, this deluxe outdoor serv-
er combines great looks with durable
materials and construction techniques.
To resist the weather, we've used a
marine-grade wood finish and caulked
the ice chest lid and drop-leaf table
extensions just like a boat deck. And
with our step-by-step instructions, you
should have smooth sailing building it
from beginning to end.

Start with the carcase.
then build the draweri
J From 3/+" plywood, cut the drawer
I shelf (A), vertical panel (B), bottoms

(C), back (D), sides (E), front panel (F),
and drawer boffoms (K) to the sizes in the
Bill of Materials. (We used A./B exterior-
grade plywood.) Set the parts K aside.
Qlnstall a3/c" dado blade in your table-
{ru*,and cut the dadoes and rabbets in
parts B-E, where shown on Drawing 1. It
is not necessary to make stopped dadoes
for the drawer shelf (A) and vertical
panel (B). Cut these dadoes all the way
across the back (D). The unused portions
of these dadoes are either covered later or
hidden from view.

QCut the skirt (G) to size, and form the
tJarched cutout, as shown. Now glue
and screw together parts A-G, assem-

bling them in alphabetic order.
Use clamps to hold the parts
together while you drill screw
pilot and countersunk shank
holes. Remove the clamps
from one subassembly after
you drive the screws, and
move on to the next assembly.
Use an exterior-grade glue.
(We used Titebond II.)
Note: The skirt (G) protrudes
beyond the bottom of the car-
case so the cart sits level once
the casters are installed.

To apply even
pressure, clamp
plywood scrap
over the cladding.
Strips wedged
between the car-
case and the scrap
apply pressure at
the bottom.

f Retneve the drawer bottoms (K).
*? Cut the drawer parts H, I, J,L, M, N
to size. Form the rabbets and dadoes in
the parts, as shown on Drawing la, then
form the finger recesses in the drawer
fronts. Glue and clamp the drawers
together, drill the screw pilot and coun-
tersunk shank holes, and drive the
screws. Remove the clamps, and set the
drawers aside.

Now line the ice chest
and sheathe the exterior
1 To make the Vq"-thick cladding and
I band pieces O-S, V-AA, CC-FF,

NN, OO, rough-cut 3/q" stock Vq" widet
andVz" longer than the sizes listed. Make
half the number of 3/c" blanks as the parts
quantities listed. Resaw and plane two
V+" pieces from every 3/q" blank. Letter
the pieces for later identification.

QCutthe parrs O to finish length, and all
Lbut four of them to width. Lay the car-
case, front down on your workbench.
Place 3Ao"-wide spacers in the corners and
fit 10 interior side cladding pieces (O) in
place. Trim one of the four rough-width
pieces to make a snug fit between the
spacers. Remove the cladding, and lay out
glue beads, as shown on Drawing 2.
Clamp the cladding in place, as shown in
Photo A. Make sure the ends of the Os are
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patio party center 4
22V2" )

*7+" dadoes th" deep

*7a" rabbet t/q" deep

l-- zgyo"

flush with the top of the carcase. Remove
the spacers. When the glue dries, turn the
carcase on its back, then sides, and repeat
the operation.

Trim the interior bottom cladding to
length and rip all but one piece to

width. With %0" spacers all around, fit
the cladding, once again trimming the
last piece. Spread glue, place a plywood

36

'" ,ru)' pirot hore
1t/q" deep

7sz" shank hole, countersunk

scrap over the cladding, and apply weight
until the glue dries.

Cut the carcase side bands (Q) and
the carcase front/back bands (R) to

size. Glue and clamp them in Place.
When the glue dries, sand the bands
flush with the inside cladding and the
outside of the carcase. Chuck a chamfer
bit in your handheld router, and rout the

143/c"

231/2"

na"

%" chamfers on the bands' inside edges,
as shown on Drawing 2.

Rip the horizontal cladding (S, W,
X, EE) to width. Set aside parts W,

X, EE. Chuck a chamfer bit in Your
table-mounted router, and rout 1/8"

chamfers on the outside edges of the
upper horizontal cladding (S). Trim the
cladding to length so its ends are flush
with the carcase sides. Glue and clamp
the parts S in place.

Cut blanks for the handles (T) to the
size listed. Make two copies of the

Handles from the WOOD PATTERNSa
insert. Cut them apart at the break line,
and adhere them to the blanks' ends
with spray adhesive, forming a mirrored

| 102/ar

l l-\
),) -\

|  \ l'/ )l
#8 x  11 /z 'F .H .
wood screws

Y4u,;,

Note: .Width of grooves and dadoes
to match thickness of PlYwood.4

I
I

145/e'

'5# / #8 x 1 1/z' F.H. wood screw

*3/q" rabbel1/4" deep

Finger
recess
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t/a" chamter alonq inside
edge after assem

Apply glue beads 1" apart.

| ,-- Custom cut corner cladding pieces
to width to fit inside of icebox.

1" hole t/2" deep

t/a" chamfer

3/s" chamfer
along top edge
of doors

Strike plate I

Brass bullet catch

them to final width. Rout /s"
chamfers on the outside edges
and ends of all but the three
over-width pieces. Rout cham-
fers on the ends and one edge of
these pieces.

Place the carcase on its side,
and lay out I I of the Vs,

starting flush with the front
edge of the side (E), and keep-
ing the parts pushed tightly
together. For the last V, rip one
of the over-width pieces so its
ripped edge is flush with the
back (D). Do not chamfer this
edge of the cladding piece.
Now glue and clamp the verti-
cal cladding to the side, keep-
ing the upper ends against the
handle's lower edge. Use cauls
secured with bar clamps to
spread the clamping pressure
across the entire side. When the
glue dries, remove the clamps
and cauls and repeat on the
other side.

Retrieve the lower hori-
zontal cladding (W).

Rout %" chamfers on the front
ends and upper edges, making a
mirror-image pair. Trim them
to length so the rear end is flush
with the back (D). Glue and
clamp the Ws in place.

Place the carcase on its
front, and lay out 1 I of the

Vs on the back, this time start-
ing flush with the square edge
of the last cladding strip on one
side. Rip the last wide strip V
so its edge is flush with the
cladding on the other side.

rl
I

28'

I
I
I
\
3"

I
No chamfer
along
bottom

t/a" chamfers

pair. Chuck a Forstner bit in your drill
press, and drill the holes where indicated.
Bandsaw and sand the ends to the pattern
lines. Chamfer the handles' entire outside
edges (the face without the hole), and
about 5" back from each end on the
inside edges. Set the handles aside.

Rip two 1xlx30" blanks for the
towel bars (U), and form them as

shown in the shop tip, rigltt. Trim them
to length. Capturing the towel bars in the
1" holes, glue and clamp the handle
assembly to the carcase sides so the tops
are flush with the bands (Q) and the
ends protrude equally.

www.woodonline.com

CARCASE CLADDING

11/z x 181/2"
cont inuous hinge

Retrieve the pieces prepared for the
carcase vertical cladding (V). Trim

them to length, and rip all but three of

Chamfer the ripped edge. Once again,
using cauls and bar clamps, glue and
clamp the cladding to the back.

3/6" gap along outside
edge of cladding, f i l led
with polyurethane sealant

tzq" bullet catch
Strike plate

r Brass escutcheon pin



patio party center
Retrieve one back/front horizontal

cladding piece (X), and trim it so

the ends are flush with the side cladding.

Chamfer the two ends and the upper

edge. Glue and clamp the cladding in

place at the bottom rear.
Turn the carcase onto its back. Cut

the front panel lower band (Y) to

size, and glue and clamp it to the front

panel. Cut the fi'ont panel side bands (Z)

to size. Chamfer the ends and edges that

abut the handles (T) and vert ical

cladding (V). Glue and clamp the side

bands in place.
As with the back vertical cladding,
cut the front panel vertical cladding

(AA) to size, and chamfer the ends and

edges, leaving one piece wide with one

unchamfered edge. Fit the cladding

across the panel. rip the last piece to

width, and chamfer the ripped edge. Glue

and clamp the cladding in place.

Retrieve the other back/front hori-
zontal cladding (X), and trim it so

the ends are flush with the panel's side

bands. Rout chamfers on the ends and

top edge. Form the t/gxt/,s" waterstop on

the bottom inside edge, where shown on

Drawing 2a. Glue and clamp the hori-
zontal cladding in place.

Bui ld a pai r
of matching doors

Cut the door panels (BB) to size.
Retrieve the door upper/lower bands

(CC) and door side bands (DD), and cut

them to size. Glue and clamp the bands to

the door panels, as shown on Drawing 3.
Retr ieve the door horizontal
cladding (EE), and trim them so the

ends are flush with the door side bands.
Rout chamfers on the ends and one
edge of each piece. Glue and clamp the

upper horizontal cladding in place with

the square edges up. Set aside the other

two pieces.
Trim all the door vertical cladding
(FF) to length, and all but two to

width. As before, chamfer all ends and
all but one edge on the two wide pieces.

Position the pieces on each door, ripping

and chamfering the wide ones to fit.

Glue and clamp the vertical cladding to
the door. Retrieve the lower horizontal
cladding, and glue and clamp it in place

with the square edges down. Rout the
-7s" chamfers on the doors' top edges, as
shown on Drawing 3a.
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t%o"  h inge
mortise 7a" deep,
cut after
assembly

Drill a hole in each door for the pulls'
center recesses, centered vertically

between the chamfers on the horizontal
cladding and horizontally on the width
of the door vertical cladding, as shown
on Drawing 3a. Chisel recesses for the
back protrusions that house the pulls'
ring pivots. Position the pulls and mark
their perimeters with a utility knife.
Form the mortises with a straight bit in
your handheld router, cleaning up the
edges with a chisel. Drill pilot holes and
drive the screws.

Measure the knuckle diameter of
your continuous hinge. Install a

Ts" chamfer

11154a

DOOR ASSEMBLY

dado blade in your tablesaw, adjust it to

cut to this depth, and form the tt/ro"-

wide hinge rabbets in the doors. Cut

two pieces of continuous hinge to

length, and hang the doors. Leave a t/g"

gap between the doors and the front car-

case panel.
Note: Our hinges canle with ]/2"-long

screws. For increased holding power

we replaced them witlt 3/t" screws.
Mark bullet-catch locations I /s" to

both sides of center on the front
panel 's  lower  edge,  as shown on

Drawing 2a. Drill the holes. (We used a

right-angle attachment with our drill.)

Top chamfer routed
after assembly

f'Al 
---'-*

uY --
( \

Brass f lush r ing pul l

/a" chamfers along all
edges of cladding @)

Hole drilled , s/a" chamter along top edge
to fit pull 7/ only, routed after assembly

Mort ise cut to f i t  pul l ,
centered betwee2-
lhe chamfers4n$)and
the width of t9.->^q 

"---;rass 
rush

Dff@J*- 
rins Purl

ur\
PULL DETAIL
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Space boards /10"
apart along all edges.

Apply glue beads
about 1 " apaft.

7a" rabbet t/2" deep
along all bottom edges

Apply white polyurethane caulking
between gaps after assembly. H

-ll-
t\

3/a"

211/2"

LID ASSEMBLY

Add the chest lid
and leaves

Cut the lid and leaf edging parts GG,
HH, II, JJ, and hinge rails (KK) to

size. Set the hinge rails (KK) aside.
Install a V+" dado blade in your table-
saw, and plow the grooves in parts
GG-JJ, as shown on Drawing 4. Sand
the corner radii on the leaf end edging
(JJ), where shown on Drawing 4b.

Install a V2" dado blade in your
tablesaw, and form the stub tenons

on both ends of the lid/leaf short edging
(GG), as shown on Drawing 4a, and one
end of the leaf long edging (II), as
shown on Drawing 4b.
Note: Leaf construction dffirs slightly
from lid construction. As in lid construc-
tion, the leaf short edging (GG) has
stub-tenon ends and is captured between
the long edging (II). But the leaf end

www.woodonline.com

t/e" chamfers
t/+" groove s/s" deep
l/+" trom top edge

Do not chamfer ends.

edging (JJ) runs across the leaf's entire
width and has no stub tenon ends.

Cut the lid panel (LL) and leaf pan-
els (MM) to size. With your dado

blade, plow the rabbets in the panels'
edges and ends, forming tongues that
mate with the grooves cut in the edging.
Glue and clamp the lid and leaf edging
to their respective panels, measuring
diagonally to check squareness. Lay
them on a flat surface to dry.

Retrieve the lid cladding (NN) and
the leaf cladding (OO), and cut them

to size. These pieces do not get cham-
fered. Cut 35 spacers 3/tox3/qxl". Apply
glue beads to the plywood lid panel, as
shown on Drawing 4. Bed the lid
cladding in the glue, inserting spacers
between the pieces and clamping cauls
across the cladding, as shown in Photo B.
When the cladding is securely clamped,

-->',.,,

221/z'

Apply light clamp pressure to the cauls.
Use a pry bar to push the cladding
against end spacers. Tighten the clamps.

1/q" gtoove 7a" deep
t/+" trom top edge
/ - s/q"
\ -  \ / - ' "

ll/ '/o x3,(." tenon,
) l -z/a"  

rs le ' lor ]9

3/ra" eao between'/' ;llillanks ,

/ t/o'groove 3/s" deep

A=r, t /o"  
f rom top edge

t/e" chamfers after assemblv
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patio party center
remove the spacers. Repeat this procedure
with the leaves.

After the glue dries, remove the
clamps and cauls. Rout chamfers on

the lid's edges and the leaves' edges and
outboard ends, as shown on Drawings 4
and 5. Retrieve the hinge rails (KK) and
chamfer the ends.

Hinge the l id and leaves
to the carcase

Lay out the lid hinge's location on the
cabinet's rear edge, as shown on

Drawings 5 and 5a. Chuck a straight bit

in your handheld router, and clamp a
straightedge across the carcase. Rout the
hinge mortise, as shown in Photo C.
Position the hinge and drill the screw
pilot holes, but do not drive the screws.

Lay the lid topside down on your
bench. Position the hinge, centered

side-to-side and 1/s" from the rear edge,
as shown on Drawing 5a. Drill the screw
pilot holes, and attach the hinge. Place
the lid and attached hinge in the open
position on the cabinet, and drive the
screws into the previously drilled pilot
holes. Close the l id.

Form the leaf supports (PP), as shown
on Drawing 5b. Cut four pieces of

continuous hinee to leneth. Drill screw

t/a" chamter on ends only

h inge

/a" chamfers

1 1/z x 75/e" continuous hinge

#4 x3/q" brass F.H. wood screw

pilot holes, and attach the hinges to the
supports so they both fold forward. Lay
the leaves topside down on your bench.
Position the supports and attached
hinges, centered on the leaf width with
the supports' ends flush with the leaves'
inboard ends, as shown on Drawing 5c.
Mark the screw locations, drill the pilot
holes, and drive the screws.

Retrieve the hinge rails (KK), and
clamp them to the leaves, inserting

FINAL ASSEMBLY

cutting diagrann

#4 x3/q" brass F.H. wood screw

I t--- l-/t/2" -----------n
I i* 81/q"----n I

lq"
t l
t l
I
l*

LEAF SUPPORT

s/qx 48 x 96" Exterior fir plywood
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%0" SpaceS

Align these
edges

@

#8 x 3" deck screw

B verticalpanel 3/q' 231/qn 161/z' P 1 CC- door upper/
lower bands 1'4" 3/a' 117Aa" M 4C bottoms Y4" 231/q' 22Vz' P 2

D back Yi 22lz' 333/q' P 1
DD- door side bands %' 3/+' 18s/a' M 4

E sides 3h' 233/q'33s/q' P 2
EE. door horizontal

cladding 1/q' 3u 1 115/6'' M 4
F front panel 3/i' 231/z' 143/q' P 1 FF. door vertical

cladding Vi 2u 125/a' M 12G skirt Y4" 21/z' 22' M 1

H lower drawer
front 3/q' 97/a' 101/z' M 1
lower drawer
sides 3/qu 97/a' 221/z' M 2

J lower drawer
back 3/4' 9Va' 91/z' M 1

upper 0rawer
ffOnt 3/0" St/e' 10t/z' M 1

HH lid long edging 1" 3" 221/z' M 2
ll leaf long edging 1" 3' 271/4' M 4

JJ leaf end edging 1" 3il 271/z' M 2

MM leaf panels Yi 22t/q' 24t/q' P 2

GG lid/leaf
shoft edging 1 '  27 /B '22 ' /4 '  M  4

K drawer bottoms % 10' 181/z' P 2
KK hinge rails 1u 27/a' 271/z' M 2

LL lid panel 22t/q' 17Vz' P 1

M upper drawer
sides 3/a" gt/s" llt2" M 2

NN- lid cladding 13/q' 163/a' M 11

00.leaf cladding 1/i 13/q' 235/a' M 22
N upper drawer

back

1/i' 2' 14s/e' M 44

P* interior
bottom cladding t/+' 2u 21Va' M 1 1

Q* carcase
side bands 1" 221/z' M 2

R* carcase fronV
back bands 1/a' 1" 231/z' M 2

PP leaf supports Yi' 9" 17Vz' P 2
QQ support blocks % 21/q' 3" M 2

.Pafts initially cut oversize.

Materials Key: P-//B grade exterior fir ply-
wood, M-mahogany

Supplies: #8x11/2" flathead wood screws (48),
#8x1t/2" brass flathead wood screws (32), #8x3"
deck screws (4\, #4xe/n" brass flathead wood
screws (150), #8x% panhead screws (16), 2"
fixed casters (4), 11/t' chrome-plated brass tail-
piece assembly w/stopper, exterior glue,
Buying Guide
Hardware: 11/ax4$" brass-plated piano hinges, no.
27H48, $15.50 each (4); brass flush ring putls
dscrews, no. 127386, $9.99 each (2); t/a" brass
bullet catches, no. 27H37, $4,99/1 0 pack (1 pack);
self-balancing lid supporl, no, 04Y31, $3.99 each,
Available from your local Woodcraft store, or call
800/225-1 1 53.
Marine supplies: Sikkens Cetol Marine satin
wood finish no. 539106, $30.99/qt. (2 quarts);
Sikaflex-291 white polyurethane sealant, 310 ml
caulking tube no. 174490, $13.99 ea, (4 tubes).
Call West Marine, 8001262-8464.

43/a'

O* interior
side cladding

S* upper horizontal
clddding 1/o' 3u 23t/z' M

1/q" 3h, 23V2, M 1

T handles 1 3" 33Vz' M 2
U* towelbars 1 " 1" 241/z' M 2

V* carcase vertical
cladding 1/q' 2' 28' M 36

W- side lower
horiz. cladding 1/qu 3" 233/q' M 2

X* bacldfront
horiz. cladding 1/q' 3u 24' M 2

Y* front panel
lower band

th' 3/ou 12i/4, M 2

AA- front oanel
vedical cladding % 2u 91/q' M 12

Z* front panel
side bands

*Resaw into two halves and
plane stock to tZ" thick.

**Plane stock to 1" thick.

V
*3/q x 9t/t x 96" Mahogany

A drawer sheli 3/q' 23Vt' 111/a' P 1

*3/e x 91/+ x 96" Ma

*s/+ x 9't/q x 96" Mahogany

*3/+ x 91A x 96" Mahogany

*3/qx91/q x 96" Mahoganyh x 48 x 96" Exterior fir plywood

s/q x 11t/q x 96" Mahogany

g/+ x 51/z x 48" Mahogany

**114a x7t /q x 96" Mahogany

*" 11/ta x 9t/+ x 96" Mahogany
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patio pany center
t/ra" spacers. Cut two lengths of continu-

ous hinge to length, and center them over

the t/ro" spaces. Keep the leaves' edges

flush with the hinge rails' ends. Drill the

screw pilot holes, as shown in Photo D.

Screw the hinge only to the hinge rail.

Glue and clamp the hinge rails to the car-

case. as shown on Drawing 5c, inserting
|/I0" spacers between the hinge rail and

the lid. Keep the hinge rails' ends flush

with the edges of the lid.

Clamp a pair of straight 8'-long 2x4s

to the carcase, then clamp the leaves

to the 2x4s. as shown in Photo E, once

again inserting %r'" spacers between the

leaves and the hinge rails. Align the

hinges with the previously drilled screw

holes in the leaves, and drive the screws.

Swing the leaf suppofts down to their

vertical position. Measure the dis-

tance between the supporls and the car-

case sides. Cut the support blocks (Qa)

to this width. Chamfer the corners, and

dri l l  the countersunk shank holes.

DRAIN ASSEMBLY

Posit ion the blocks, as shown on

Drawing 5c and centered on the width of

the cabinet. Use the screws to mark the

pilot hole locations. Drill the pilot holes,

and screw the blocks in place.

Apply an outdoor f inish,
and caulk the seams

Remove the leaves, leaf supports,
l id, doors, hinges, and pulls. Obtain

your 1V+" tarlpiece assembly to verify
its installation require-
ments. (We bought ours at
a local home center.) Drill
a hole in the bottom of the
ice chest, as shown on
Drawing 6. (To draw the
flange tight to the chest's
bottom, we chamfered the
hole 's top edge. To
accommodate the tail-
piece's maximum mount-
ing thickness, we formed
a counterbore from the
bottom, using a 3/s" rab-
beting bit chucked in a
handheld router.)

Finish-sand all the parts
to 220-gnt Apply three

coats of Sikkens Cetol
Marine satin wood finish
to all the parts, except the
tops of the lid and leaves.
Apply only one coat to
these parts. (Additional
coats are applied after
caulking the seams.)
Follow the instructions on
the can. Be sure to saturate
exposed end grain. See the
Buying guide for our
Sikkens finish source.

When the finish dries,
caulkthe searns with white

Sikaflex-291 polyurethane

sealant, slightly overfilling
the seams. See the Buying
Guide for our Sikaflex
source. Make a solution of I
teaspoon dishwashing deter-
gent and I cup of water. Dip
your putty knife in the solu-
tion and strike the seams flush
with the cladding. (This also
forces out air bubbles.) Let
the sealant cure for 48 hours.
Remove any large accumula-
tions of excess sealant with a
razor blade scraper. Then

sand the tops of the lid and leaves with
your random-orbit sander and 8O-grit
sandpaper to remove the rest of the excess
sealant. Finish-sand the tops to 220 gnt,
and apply two more coats of finish.

Apply I " masking tape about t/r6"

back from the edges of the icebox's
corner seams, and caulk the seams. Dip
your finger in the soap solution, and tool
the joints, leaving a rounded fillet of
sealant. Immediately remove the tape.

Finallyo reassemble
your parts

Lay the cabinet on its back, drill screw
pilot holes, and fasten the casters in

the rear corners of the recess under the
cabinet, as shown on Drawing 1. Set the
cabinet upright.

Install the drain tailpiece, as shown on
Drawing 6. Use some of the deck

caulking to seal the tailpiece in place.
Fasten the pulls, and rehang the doors.
Press the bullet catches into their

drilled holes. Transfer their locations to
the doors' top edges, and install the catch
strikes. Slide the drawers into place.

Screw the hinges to the lid, hinge
rails, and leaf supports. Fasten the lid

hinge to the cabinet and install the lid
support, as shown on Drawing 5a. Screw
the leaf support hinges to the leaves.
Using the 2x4s and clamps as before,
align the leaves with the hinge rails, and
screw the hinges to the leaves.

Let the cart's finish and caulking cure
for at least seven days before using it.

To drain water from the ice chest, place a
bucket inside the cabinet, underneath the
drain tailpiece. lF

Written by Jan Hale Svec with Charles l. Hedlund
Prolect design: James R. Downing
lllustrations: Kim Downing; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography; Douglas E.
Smith; Hetherington Photography; Andy Lyons

1tla" chrome-on-brass
tailpiece assembly
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a sound formula
| | for sales from I

tHd'UAl lefy
rcal V sel 16
With annual sales in the millions, Seattle s Northwest
Fine Woodworking ranks as the most successful
retail woodworking cooperative in the nation.

t was formed in Seattle in 1980 by
20 woodworkers concerned about
the lack of outlets for their work.

Each chipped in $50 or so to rent a retail
space. They found one in the city's
Pioneer Square, back then a run-down
and tacky area. Even so, it was a begin-
ning for Northwest Fine Woodworking.
Buioh how thingr huu. changed!

Today, Nonhwest Fine Woodworking
operates two 5,000-square-foot retail
galleries-at Pioneer Square and in
Bellevue-bringing in more than $1
million apiece in annual sales of hand-
crafted furniture and other items of
wood. Twenty years 4go, the group
couldn't afford to hire a salesperson, so
they each had to put in time selling in
the gallery. After a year, though, the
woodworkers had made enough money
to hire their first salesperson. Now, the
cooperative has 10 employees and a
full-time director of operations.

Quality leads
to sales success
"'We're in three distinct businesses: fine
furniture, gifts, and art," says Chris
Brookes, the director of Northwest Fine
Woodworking (NWFW). "And within
those areas, I've got supreme wood-
workers who only build one-of-a-kind
pieces as well as those who produce
limited-production ones. And of our 28

members, 15 account for 85 percent of
all member sales.

"Part of the success here is shared
diversity," Chris continues. "Besides
our members' work, we go out of our
way to find interesting nonmember
woodworkers, who now number about
250. I always say that we sell every-
thing from a $10 baby rattle to a
$10,000 table."

According to the director, other rea-
sons for the cooperative's success have
changed over time, yet one has
remained constant. "From Day One the
members policed the work coming in so
that technically it is always perfect. The
finish is perfect. The design is contem-
porary, refreshing. One just can't copy
a Shaker chair and get it in the gallery."

Aim for customers that
have money to spend
"Not that we don't sell to other people,
but the customers we aim for have a
household income of $150,000 or
greater and fall into the 32 to 45 age
bracket," Chris explains. "When we
have that type of customer, they may
spend $10,000 initially, but they have
no problem eventually spending
$200,000 over the years. It's truly
arrazing what they can spend."

To get to that customer, Northwest
Fine Woodworking makes sure that the
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the gallery that really sells
Seattle Convention and Visitors Bureau
knows of its existence. That's because
convention planners look for places that
their attendees can visit when not in
meetings. And to do that, they start at
the bureau. The airport also gets
NWFW's attention. Chris makes sure
that the co-op has a display there once
every two years. The result? "Sales to
business visitors and area tourists repre-
sent about 40 percent of our total
revenue," Chris says.

To have sales in the millions takes
knowledgeable salespeople-personnel
who know what they sell and where it
came from. Here's how that's accom-
plished. "New sales employees have a
nine-month training schedule that cov-

ers basic operations," notes the director.
And within the first 14 months theY
have to visit the shops of each of the
primary woodworkers because the most
difficult area of sales is the referral process.

"That's because customers come in
not knowing what they want," Chris
goes on. "The salesperson has to take
the customer through the woodworkers'
portfolios. Then, once the salesperson
has a sense of what the customer likes,
he or she must become more definitive.
Then, through subtle questioning, the
customer has to be qualified to see if
they're financially able to buy custom
woodworking-not just dreaming.
Salespeople have the responsibility to
protect the woodworker."

What it costs to sell
Members of NWFW cooperative PaY a
price for sales, and for membership as
well. Chris explains both structures.
"Within the gift category-interesting
salad bowls, jewelry boxes, and such-
they just fly out of here. So I buy them
outright from the mostly nonmember
makers. But on the furniture side of
things, it's consignment. That is, the
maker pays nothing until the piece is
sold. For instance, a member pays the
gallery a 32 percent commission. For
nonmembers, the commission is 40 per-
cent if the item tops $1,500 retail price.
Under $1,500, the gallery's commission
is 45 percent. And if we send a member
a client for custom work, that is our [the

lJ
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Ken Richards is all smiles
about his breakfront show-
case of Ceylon satinwood.

K"n Richards lives in Maple Valley, outside Seattle.
He's been a Northwest Fine Woodworking (referred to
as the "gallery") member for six years and a profession-
al woodworker for more than twice that. He serves on
the co-op's board of directors, The following is how
Ken believes membership has benefited him as well as
what's responsible for NWFW's success.

o"l kept fairly busy before I
became a member, but it was
with more traditional designs in
domestic hardwoods. I really
wanted to do contemPorary
things in exotic wood. With the
gallery l've been able to pursue
that and become really busy. In
fact, one of my first gallery
referrals was a couple from
Boca Raton, Florida, who had
come to the Northwest seeking
handmade, contemporary furni-
ture. I ended up doing a dining

set and several other major pieces for them."
o"The last few years, 100 percent of my sales have
been through the gallery. I don't even have time to do
speculation work because I'm booked for three years
with custom work."
o"l do some satisfying work with NWFW's new-member
program that helps aspiring woodworkers get over the
hump from hobbyist to professional."
t"One reason for the co-op's success is its appeal to a

:broad range of customers, all with different design
tastes. Certainly the gallery couldn't have survived if
everyone did the same type of work that I do."
o"NWFW is an inspirational community asset."
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gallery'sl cl ient for l i fe. And there's
one golden rule for all sales: Our mem-
bers must never undercut what would
be the retail price. If a rocking chair has
a $2,000 price tag in the gallery, ir has
the same exact price tag if a client
comes to their shop."

Becoming a member in order to sell
has its costs and requirements, too.
Chr is out l ines the process. "When
woodworkers express an interest in
joining, we ask them to put some of
their work in the gallery for up to 12
months. That way, they see if it sells,
and get to know us as well. If that works
out, they submit a formal application.
Then, the membership committee meets
with the person, visits his or her shop,

See what they sell
lf visiting Seattle, stop by the Northwest Fine woodworking gallery at 101 S.
Jackson in Pioneer square (20oli2s-0542).The cooperative's gallery in
Bellevue is located at 601 108th Ave., N.E., plaza 100 (42s1462-s3g2). or
view its website at www.nwfinewoodworking.com.

and gets a sense of the person and
where they're going with their work.

"Potential members also have to come
to one of the general meetings and give
a l5-minute sl ide presentation and talk
about themselves," Chris adds. "After
that, all the members vote. If accepted,
the new member must attend l0 of the
12 board meetings during the first year
because the co-op doesn't  just want
members whose work will sell. They
want members who are active."

A new member also pays a one-time
assessment of $500, plus $100 for a
stock certificate, then agrees to pay $30-
a-month dues for 72 months, for a total
of $2,760. After that, monthly dues are
dropped and replaced by funds from
sales commissions, which the coopera-
tive uses to pay operating costs.Q

Written by Peter J. Stephano
Photographs: Courtesy of Northwest
Fine Woodworking

FT
Pob Spangler, a woodworker since ig7S,
became a member of Northwest Fine
Woodworking in 1990, and like Ken Richards,
currently serves on the board of direcrors,
Here are his thoughts on membership and
why NWFW has had such success.
o"The gallery helped me tremendously in
learning to run a business. That probably
goes for the other members, too, because
woodworkers are mainly just a bunch of guys
with tools and pickup trucks,"
o"About B0 percent of my sales are through
the gallery, That counts speculation work sold
off the floor and referrals for custom work."
o"NWFW is a tremendous opportunity for

members to show and sell their work. Yet I
have personally benefited by raising my skil l
level; there's always a subtle competition."
t"lt has become such a successful coooera-
tive gallery due to the focus. All wood, all very
high quality, and it 's juried. Shoppers know
what to expect."
o"Another factor for success is the huge
diversity the gallery offers. We have people
doing l imited-production work as well as
absolutely one-of-a-kind furniture. "

Bob Spangler's cherry
extension table and chair
st i l l  del ight him.
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ust like a car, your woodworking

equipment will work better and

last longer with regular mainte-

How often do you need to stop

building projects and start cleaning your

machinery? That depends on how much

you use a given tool.

If you're a hobbyist who works in the

shop now and then, set aside one

Saturday every year for checking and

cleaning tools. If you're running a table-

saw all day, every day, you should clean

it every couple of weeks.

Here, we've laid out the essential main-

tenance steps for some common work-

shop equipment.

.Cords. Check for frayed spots; check
plugs for burned prongs. If you find any
flaws, replace the cord and plug.
.Brushes. These actually are solid blocks
of carbon. Some are accessible beneath
two screw-on covers on the motor hous-
ing; others require removal of the hous-
ing. Replace the brushes if you find rain-
bow colors on a spring, a collapsed
spring-like the one being held above-
or a broken copper lead inside a spring.
Also replace any brush that's worn down
near or past the limit mark on its side or
shows signs of burning or chipping.
.Arcing. Peer through the vent. slots
while the motor is running. You should
see small sparks at each brush. But if
sparks trail around the motor, have the
tool checked at a repair shop.
.Gfounding. Touch a continuity tester
from the grounding prong on the plug to
any metal on the tool. A reading shows
that the tool is safely grounded.

General Prccedures
.Blow out dust from inside portable
power tools by directing compressed air
through the motor vents while the tool is
running. Wear safety loggles, and don't
use more than 50 pounds of pressure.
Blast around drill chucks, too.
.Remove rust from metal work surfaces
with degreaser or rust penetrant and an
abrasive pad. To protect against further

rusting, spray with TopCote, available
at woodworking stores or from
Klingspor's Sanding Catalogue,
8001228-0000, at a price of $9.95 for a
5.5-ounce can, item number BOS
1005. Allow the TopCote to dry to a
haze, then wipe it off.
.Clean plastic parts with a damp cloth.
Use water, because chemical solvents
can damage plastic.

TOOL-SPECIFIC STEPS
.Tablesaw: Clean the moving parts with a stiff wire brush and citrus cleaner. Don't
use water, which rusts cast iron. (Note:To get at allthe key spots on a cabinet-style
saw, you probably will have to remove the tabletop.)
oSaw blades: Spray them with oven cleaner, then buff them with a fine, knotted wire
brush mounted in a drill.
oRouter: Remove the collet, and clean its inside surface with a round, fine-bristle,
brass brush. Clean the outside with steel wool or a nylon pad. Clean the subbase,
and lubricate it with a Teflon lubricant or wax.
rPlunge routen Clean the plunge rods with a fine abrasive pad, and lubricate them
with graphite or wax.
oBandsaw: Clean off any sawdust that has packed between the blade and the tires,
using a Scotch-Brite pad or a light wire brush. Replace the tires if they're cracked.
.Radial-alm sawE Clean the track and rollers with a rag dipped in a 50/50 mixture
of ammonia and water. Then lubricate with WD-40, and wipe most of the oil off again.
Also clean the column with a fine abrasive pad, spray it with WD-40, and wipe otf.
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r tools

You'll find these on tools such as sta-
tionary planers and worm-drive saws.
.Sealed bearings on most newer
power tools require no lubrication.
However, some less-expensive tools
have an oil hole that opens onto a
sponge, which feeds oil to a brass or
bronze bushing. Apply only a few
drops of light oil in that case.

,)

I

!

Clean, lubricate, and adjust them regularly.
You'll get years of faithful service in return.

General Procedures
.Noisy gears, or oil leaks behind the
spindle, indicate that the grease has bro-
ken down. Open the tool housing, and put
a modest amount of medium-weight
grease on the gears. Or, you might
choose to take it to a tool repair shop.
.Gearbox oil reservoirs require frequent
checks. Top them offwith 90-weight oil.

.Cracks. If the machine vibrates as it
shuts down, that could be a sign of belt
problems. Check the belt, or belts, and
replace any that are cracked. Always buy
one of the same series and length. If the
marking has worn off the old belt, take it
to a supplier as a reference. You can find
local belt suppliers under "Power
Transmission Equipment" in the Yellow
Pages of your telephone book.
.Tension. When you tap a belt with your
hand, it should feel taut, not slack. If you
push on it lightly, it should flex about
Vzz" for every inch between the pulley
centers. Adjust tension according to the
manufacturer' s insffuctions.
.Performance. Spray a cornmercial belt
dressing on the belt while the machine is
running. This product reduces slippage
and extends the life of the belt.
.Pulleys. Make sure they're aligned
properly with one another and tight on
their shafts. Use Loc-Tite, available at
hardware stores, on the threads of set
screws to keep them secure.l

Written by Jim Pollock
Photography: D.E. Smith Photography

TOOL.SPECIFIG STEPS
oTablesaw: Apply white lithium grease or powdered graphite on worm gears, bevel
gears, and trunnions.
'Belt sanden Spray white lithium grease on the needle bearings mounted on a
shaft in the idler roller.
oPlanen Some bigger and older machines have drive chains. Remove the side
cover and oil the chain. Spray Teflon lubricant or graphite onto the jackscrews that
raise and lower the table or cutterhead. lf your model has oil cups on top of the table,
apply a few drops of oil in those. Check the rollers for buiH-up. Clean metal rollers
with solvent and a fine wire brush, and clean rubber rollers with a hand scraper.
oDrill press: Apply a Teflon lubricant or graphite to the height-adjustment rack.
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o bring you the best and freshest project
designs, we travel throughout the country. On
one of these prospecting trips, we discovered

Peter Dellerl, a talented designer and builder from
Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Peter's unique jewelry box features a striking cop-
per lid with a patina pattem that you can duplicate
easily. (See the instructions on thelbllowirtg pages.)
But the beauty of this box lies more than skin-deep.
The removable tray and system of interior dividers
multiply the storage area and keep the contents neat-
ly organized. A stylish, paper-thin cork liner looks
great and cushions valuable jewelry.

To make it easy for you to build this box, we
assembled the hardware, cork lining, and other com-
ponents into a convenient kit. See the Buying Guide
accompanying the Bill of Materials, and you'll soon
have a gem of a jewelry box.

Note: In presenting this projec't fo \)oLt, we stayecl
true to Peter Dellert's choices in high-cluality harcl-
ware and other building ntoterials. You can pur-
clmse a sr,tpplies kit (rtot inclucling wood) .for
$63.75 through the But:ittg Guide on page 57. That
mcD) seem expensive, but when you cortsider that
Peter charges $375 for this box, yoLt con under-
stand whr- he selects only 711, best hurdware. If you
wottld like to holcl doyvn your costs, sintply substi-
tute less-exltensive hinges, ntuke w,ooden feet in
place of the brass ones, and flock the surfaces oth-
erwise coverecl vt,itlt c'ork.
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patina jewelry box

First up, the box pafts
Using th'"-thrck cherry, rip a 4S"-long
board to 3V8" wide for the case

front/back (A) and the case sides (B).
Set your tablesaw's blade and rip
fence to cut the grooves along the top

and bottom inner faces of the case pieces
(A, B). After you make these cuts, test-fit
the thickness of the copper and hardboard
for the top panel (C) into its groove. Also
test the fit of the cork lining and the hard-
board bottom panel (C) into its groove.

Cut the case front/back (A) and the
case sides (B) to the finished length

shown in the Bill of Materials.
Referring to Drawing 1 and Photo A,
set up your router table to cut the

spline slots. Use double-faced tape to
join the outside faces of the front/back
(A) to each other temporarily. Position

Continued on page 56

patina technique

For great
reactionsn
try simple
chemistry

A mmonia fumes are al l
f lyo, need to give
shiny, new copper a
weathered look. But if you want to
include some eye-pleasing designs, let
us show you the secret.

Any material that can keep the
fumes away from selected areas can
act as a "resist" and produce designs
on copper. To make the ornamental
panels for the box on pages 52-53 and
the house sign on pages 60-61, we
began with the procedures that
Massachusetts craftsman Peter Dellert
uses to great effect.

Eventually, we came up with a new
twist on the technique that makes it
easier for a beginner to get reliable,
attractive results. Give it a try and add
a terrif ic decorative technique to your
project-bu i ldi ng repertoire.

Of course, you don't have to l imit
your designs to the leaf shapes shown
here. Try any natural, geometric, or
artistic shapes you like. You can find
countless samples in clip art books
and software. And it isn't just for box
lids and house signs, either. lt could
be just the thing for a serving tray,
door panel insert, mailbox, or any
number of other applications.

Firstn some shopping
You'l l need a sheet of f lat, medium-
gauge copper, self-adhesive label
paper, table salt, non-sudsy household
ammonia, the pattern in the WOOD
PATTERNSo insert, and a plastic con-
tainer with a snug-fitt ing l id. lf you pre-
fer to make your own design, we'l l tell
you how to do that with some leaves
and a photocopier.

You'l l f ind copper at home centers
and lumber yards,  or  check under
"sheet metal work" in the Yellow
Pages of your phone book. Those
companies often have a supply of cop-
per and wil l sell you what you need,
maybe at a better price. Look for label
paper at an office supplies store. You
can find various sizes of plastic boxes,
with l ids, at a department store.

Now, the art part
We used Japanese maple leaves for
our design. Put our pattern in a photo-
copy machine and copy it onto self-
adhesive label paper. Or, to make
your own design, arrange leaves on
the glass surface of the copier, and

More patina possibilit ies
Want to experiment with variations on this technique? Try these ideas:
o "Paint" any shape you want with petroleum jelly, an excellent resist.
o For clear, sharp letters, use vinyl lettering from a hobby or department store.
o After salting the surface, cover it with copper sulfate mixed with sawdust and
ammonia, instead of fuming. This method creates a warm, brown tone. You
can buy copper sulfate at a pharmacy.
o For a green patina, mist the salted copper with Patina Green, made by
Modern Options Inc. and available in art stores and other outlets. A 4-ounce
bottle costs about $5.50.
o Use brass or bronze instead of copper to get a different look.

Fasten sides together
using double-faced tape.

Support block

%" straight bit
sel1/q" above
router table

the
parts

agaigFt the fence
a$"d right stop-

bleick. and lower
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A sharp-looking design calls for attrac-
tive shapes, a good layout, and precise
cutting with a sharp knife.

Any coating of salt will bring results,
but the density does make a difference.
Run a couple of tests before you work
on the piece for your project.

run a test copy. Rearrange them
until you l ike the design and the leaf
edges appear crisp on the photo-
copy. Then, load self-adhesive label
paper into the appropriate tray of the
copier, and print the final version.

Using paper was the innovation that
gave us the consistent results we
sought. Our first efforts involved gluing
real leaves to the copper. But that pro-
duced varying degrees of crispness
along the leaf edges and varying
amounts of residue underneath the
leaves. Next, we tried plastic leaf
shapes, but we got sharp, shiny
images that looked too artif icial. So we
tried self-adhesive paper, and liked
what we saw.

Cut the copper to size with shears or
a uti l i ty knife, and sand it with 18O-grit
sandpaper unt i l  i t 's  uni formly shiny.
Clean it with denatured alcohol to
make sure nothing remains that wil l
interfere with the next steps. Wear
gloves when handling the copper from
now until i t goes into the ammonia
fumes, so it won't pick up any oil from
your fingers.

www.woodonline.com

After the solvent evaporates, peel
the backing off the label paper and
affix it to the copper. With an X-acto or
other sharp knife, carefully cut around
the leaves'out l ines,  as shown in
Photo 1. You also can cut "veins" into
the leaves for a more realistic appear-
ance. Remove the white paper sur-
rounding the leaves. Clean off any
stubborn adhesive with lacquer thin-
ner, then wait a couple of minutes
while the solvent evaporates.

Spray a l ight mist of water over the
copper. Then sprinkle on an even,
moderate dusting of ordinary table
salt, as shown in Photo 2. Different
amounts bring different results, so it 's
best to test the technique on a couple
of small pieces of copper first.

Remove the copper when the patina
appears complete. Remember to
wear a respirator mask whenever you
have the lid off your container.

Scrub with moderate pressure and
check the look of the piece as you go.
lf you accidentally remove too much
patina, carefully add salt where you
want it and fume the copper again.

And finally, chemistry
Now, you're going to use ammonia
to transform that bland copper color
into a mottled blue. Ammonia fumes
will l inger while you carry out this pro-
cedure, so set things up outdoors, in
the garage, or in some well-venti lated
part of the house where the smell
won't bother anyone. Wear a respira-
tor mask, too. The strength of those
fumes can surprise you. Pour t/2" ol
ammonia into the container. Place
blocks of wood or other disposable
supports in the box to suspend the

copper above the ammonia. Lay the
copper on the supports and immedi-
ately put the l id on the container.

Ammonia fumes by themselves turn
copper a dark, olive color. The salt
produces a bluish, crusty residue. But
each paper leaf acts as a resist, keep-
ing the salt and fumes away from the
copper underneath.

Check the progress after about 4
hours to see if the patina is developing
evenly. Leave the copper in the fumes
as long as you like, but don't expect
much more than very subtle changes
after the first 6 hours.

When you remove the copper from
the container, as in Photo 3, you'l l see
a dark background around the paper
leaves. Working on a piece of card-
board or scrap plywood, scrub off the
paper with lacquer thinner and a stiff-
bristled brush, as in Photo 4. lf some
dark spots remain on the copper leaf
images, that's f ine. The leaves look
more natural that way.

Lightly scrub the background, but
don't overdo it. You want to eliminate
any "muddy" appearance without
knocking off all of the blue residue
created by the salt and ammonia. As
the workpiece dries, you'l l see the fin-
ished color start to come through.

Let the copper dry, then apply one
or two coats of paste wax. That will
protect the patina and give it some
luster. Or, you can spray the copper
with lacquer. lF

tr
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patina jewelry box

Continued from page 54

the stop blocks 2ts/ro" from the center of
the router bit. Switch on the router, then
hold the front/back against the right stop-
block and the fence. Lower the wood
until it contacts the table and support
block, and rout the slot by moving the
wood to the left until it hits the stop-
block. Repeat the process for each of the
remaining mitered ends.
.:.. Referring to the Drawing 2, note that
. :the grain of the spline runs along its

short dimension. Make the splines by rip-
ping a cherry board 2s/s" wide, and thick-
ness-plane or resaw it to t/8" thick. Then
cut four splines Vz" long.
"'Cut two pieces of hardboard for the
' ,top/bottom panels (C) to the size list-
ed in the Bill of Materials. Cut the cop-
per panel to the same size, then apply the
decorative finish to the metal using the
procedure described on the previous
pages and the leaf patterns found in the
WOOD PATTERNSo insert. The cop-
per merely rests on the top panel (C), but
you'll need to glue the cork liner to the
bottom panel (C). To do that, simply
brush a thin coat of white glue on the
bottom panel and gently smooth out the
slightly oversized cork liner with a block
of wood. To apply pressure while the
glue dries, cover the liner with a piece of
waxed paper, add the top panel, then set
a toolbox or other weighty object on the
stack. After the glue dries, use a utility
knife to cut the liner flush with the edges
of the bottom panel (C).

Nextn assemble the box
To protect the top/bottom panels (C)
from the protective finish you'11apply

later to the wood. cover them with clear
plastic food wrap. Wrap about 1" of
plastic over each panel edge, and
secure it to the back of the panel with
masking tape.

'Dry-assemble (no glue) the box
, parts (A, B, C), the copper panel,

and the splines to make sure every-
thing fits. If needed, cut a nick out of
each panel's corner to get them to fit.

, To keep glue squeeze-out offinte-
rior corners, place a strip of mask-

ing tape along each miter cut, where
shown on Drawing 2. Apply glue spar-
ingly to all of the miters and splines,
and assemble the box. If the panels

56

t/e" groove /0" deep
1/a" trom top edge

63Aa x 133Aa" copper

X ASSEMBT

bow inward, making it difficult to
add the final box side, cut a 25/e"-
long scrapwood spacer sffip, and
spring it between the panels to sep-
arate them. Gently snug up the
joints with a band clamp, and make
certain that the assembly is square
and flat while it dries.

Now, mark for hinges
and separate the lid
'', Unclamp the box after the glue dries.
, Use a pencil and square to mark the

hinge locations on the back of the box,
where shown on Drawing 2a.
,''.,'Lock your tablesaw's fence 3/q" from
't-" the inner side of the blade. and raise
the blade about e/to" above the surface of
the table. With the top of the box against
the fence, make a cut along both ends of

Mitered ends

x t/z" spline

the box. Referring to Photo B, clamp
spacers into the kerfs, and make the cuts
along the front and back of the box.
Referring to Photo G, remove saw marks
by rubbing the cut edges on a full sheet of
100-gnt sandpaper spray-glued to a flat
surface. Remove the tape from the inside
corners of the box and lid.

Refening to Drawing 3, use a square
to transfer the hinse-location marks

t/a" groove t/a" deep
t/e" ttom top edge

q
r/e x 2s/e

Mark hinge locations
before cutting off lid.
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-Plane or resaw to thicknesses
l isted in the Bi l lof Materials.

/i\
\t/

rA
\y r^\\v

1/a x 12 x 30" Hardboard

e/o+" shank hole,
countersunk on
the inside face

1/ex515/ tax l2 tsAa

mtrror

A case fronVback Vz 3j/a' 14' C 2
B case sides t/z' 31/a' 7' C 2

C bottom/top panels %" 63/6" 133/6" H 2

D handle- 1/bt 2Ve^ ?/d' S 1

E case divider 3/a '  1u 13" C 1
F case divider

fronVback

bill of nnaterials

1/q'  1u 13" C 2

#6 x 7+' brass
F.H. wood screw

61/zu -1/qu

\1'2" brass hii$
3/a x 11/q" mortises
%0"  deep

Glue brass foot
into a s/0" hole
t/a" deep.

from the back of the box bottom and lid
to their inner edges.

Use a t,/+" brt in a small router, as
shown in Photo D. to remove most of

G case sub-dividers 7a lu 21s/ta" C 10

H tray fronVback i/a' 7/a' 61/l C 2

I tray ends 1/4" 7/A, 515Ag" C 2

J tray divider s/a' s/au 6 C 1

K tray sub-dividers 1/a' 5/a' 213Aa" C 4

L]ray bottom t/e" 5t%o 6tl+" H 1
-Cut from 1/2x21/2x12" blank and trim to size
Materials key: C-cherry, H-hardboard, S-scrap-
wood.

Buying Guide: Brass feet (4); 17+x1" brass box
hinges with screws (2); #6xs/t" brass flathead
wood screws (2); .016x6%0x13%0" copper sheet;
6%ox13s/0" cork wall covering; 5s/ax61/q" cork wall
covering (both paper-thin Designtex cork wall cov-
ering M6466 cork cubed); t/sv$ts/15y1)rs/1e" mirror;
label paper printed with leaf pattern for top. Order kit
JB-1, $63.75 ppd. from Schlabaugh and Sons
Woodworking, 720 14lh Street, Kalona, lA 52247,
or call 800/346-9663.

the waste within the hinge's outline. Ror-rt
close to the lines, then finish the mortises
with a chisel. Drill pilot holes fbr the
hinge screws, test-fit the hinges, then
remove them.

ffXa$qs m mty$$mh hamdXm
Cut a VzxZt/zxI2" piece of solid scrap-
wood (any wood that paints well).

Referring to Drawing 3a, mark the radius
and cutline on the wood. Use a scrollsaw
or bandsaw to cut just to the waste side of
the radius, then sand to the line.

Referring to Photo E, put a /+" round-
over bit  into your table-mounted

router, and rout the top and bottorn faces

i
.b

\J

1/2x71/q x 48" Cherrv

1/z x 21/z x

t/+" round-overs

EXPLODED VIEW

6Vrax 133/ra"

3/sz" pilot holes
1/4" deep

t/+" round-overs top and bottom
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patina jewelry box
of the radius. Use your mitersaw to cut
the handle to length.

Refer to Drawing 3 to drill the handle-
mounting holes through the l id.

Holding the handle in place, push a fin-
ishing nail through these holes to mark
the position of the /::" pilot holes in the
handle. Screw the handle into place.

Machine and a$semble
the dividers and tray

Referring to the Bill of Materials, pre-
pare blanks for the parts you'll need

for the divider and tray assemblies (Pans
E, F, G, H, I, J, and K) by planing or
resawing chery to the required thick-
nesses. Then rip the blanks to width.

Crosscut the case divider (E) and the
case divider front/back (n to fit

inside the box.
Lay out the dadoes on pafts E and F,
where shown on Drawing 4.
Center the case divider (E) inside the
box, and position the case divider

front/back (F), but do not glue any of the
pieces. Crosscut and fit the case sub-
dividers (G), but do not glue them.

Crosscut the tray front/back (H) and
the tray ends (I), making sure that the

tray ends fit easily between the front and
back of the box assembly.

Refening to Drawings 5 and 5a, lay
out and rout the rabbets, grooves, and

dadoes in parts H and L Note that the hor-
izontal groove in the tray ends (I) stops at
the vertical dado near each corner.

Cut the tray bottom (L) from hard-
board to the size listed in the Bill of

Materials. Glue the cork liner. usins the

t/e" dadoes
1,/a" deep

same procedure you used earlier. When
the glue dries, cover the piece with plas-
tic wrap and test-fit it. Glue and clamp
the tray assembly.

Crosscut the tray divider (J) to fit,
then rout the dadoes, where shown on

Drawing 5. Crosscut the tray sub-dividers
(K) to fit.

Younre ready for finish
and f inal assembly

Remove the hinges and handle, as
well as all the dividers from the tray
and box. If necessary, patch the plas-
tic wrap. Do any touch-up sanding
necessary, but don't sand the divider
parts too much, or you could change
their fit.

Apply your choice of finish. We
used three coats of Minwax Fast-

Drying Polyurethane Clear Satin. We
primed the handle, then gave it three
coats of satin black spray paint.
Use a crafts knife to cut away the
plastic wrap, then remove the tape.

Referring to Drawing 3, drill holes into
the bottom of the box for the brass feet.
Use a dab of silicone or epoxy to secure
the shank of each foot into its hole. Glue
and screw the handle into place. Install
the dividers, then replace the hinges.

Have a %"-thick mirror cut slightly
undersized for the inner lid. We

installed ours with four dabs of silicone
on the back of the mirror. JF

Written by: Robert J. Settich with Jim Downing
Project Design: Peter Dellert
l l lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Wm. Hopkins;

Baldwin Photography

t
1 "

I

ETFAYI

-j
5/a"

t
7e" dadoes t/e" deep

t/a" groove
t/e" deep
1/s" trom
bottom edge

7a" rabbet
t/e" deep

511Aa X 61/q" COfk

/
t/e" rabbet
/e" deep

J
,/a

I
I
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il ',, ere's a simple project to spice up
', '" ', your home's curbside appeal.
,'r ., You'll find number and letter
patterns on the WOOD PATTERNSa
insert. Use the technique on page 54 to
apply an attractive patina to the copper-
sheet background. We graced our copper
with a dragonfly. Dragonfly and leaf pat-
terns are provided on the pattern insert,
but you can use any image you like.

First, determine the size
'{ Decide what you want your sign to say,
i and what size letters and/or numbers

you are going to use. Enlarge tlre
characters (A)

:f 
tl

from the pat-
tern insert to your desired size, and
urrrange them as they will appear. (We
used one line of 3"-high letters on our
sign.) To accommodate a longer line of
characters, extend the ends of the top (B)
and bottom (C). More lines can be added
by simply lengthening the sides (D).

ffi,;otyourback, mark
iines 1tlc" from the top, bottom,

,9""iWhen you are satisfied with your lay-
'." .,out, plane stock (We used matrogany.)
to /2" thick and adhere the character pat-
tems to it with spray adhesive. Orient the
patterns so the wood grain is horizontal.
Scrollsaw the characters to the lines, then
remove the patterns. Reanange the charac-
ters on a sheet of paper. Measure and mark
lines I Vc" otJt from them. as shown in

Photo A. This is the size of yourback (F).
(Our back was 5Vzxl6vt".) Set the

characters aside.
":''sDetermine the lengths of
-..1':you, top, boffom, *d tid"t

by adding 1" to each
dimension of

the back. (Because our
back was 16V2" long,

our top and bottom lengths
were I7Vz". Our back was 5/2"

wide, making our sides 6Vz" long.)

Noq form the frame
'i From l"-thick stock, cut blanks 4:/+"
i wide to your determined length plus 1"

for the top (B), 3V+" wide to your length
plus 1" for the bottom (C), and 3/+" wtdeto
your length plus 1" for the sides (D). Copy
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7a" holg 1/4" deep
with a s/sz" sha hole
centered inside

7a" button plug

EXPLODED VIEW

the Top and Bottom from the pattern
insert and adhere them, centered on the
len-eth to the blanks. Scrollsaw, then
sand to the pattern lines. Drill the coun-
tersunk holes where indicated. Remove
the patterns.

Install a rabbeting bit in youi"table-
mounted router, and rout the rabbets

in the back edges of the top, bottom, and
sides. and around the inside of the oval

i
L

Note: *To determine dimension see instruct ions.

r/c" rabbel
1/2" deep r/+" chamfers

#B x 2" brass
F.H. wood screw

t/e" hole
1 "  deep

t/q" chamfer

t/a" hole

o/\

#4 x 1/2" brass R.H. wood screw
16-gauge copper  sheet  )

/e" dowel 1t,/q" lono

cl l tout in the top, where shown on
Drawing 1 and 1a.

Change to a chamfer bit, and rout the
front edges where shown. Using a

chisel, sqLlare up the chamfers' inside
corners on the top and bottom, as shown
in Photo B.

Miter the frame pieces to length, and
dry-assemble to check the joints.

Apply glue to the miters. (We used
Titebond II.) Clamp the frame together
with a band clamp. When the glue dries,
drill %" holes in the corners and glue in
dowels, as shown on Drawing 1. Sand
the dowels flush.

Cut the plywood backs (E, F) and
mating pieces of l6-gauge copper

sheet to fit in the rabbeted openings.

Add the f inishing touches
Apply a patina to the copper, follow-
ing the instructions on page 54.
Finish-sand all the wood pieces to
220 grit. Apply two coats of spar ure-

thane to the frame, backs, characters and
two button plugs, sanding lightly with
220-grit paper between coats.

1 6-9auge copper sheet

A characters 1/z'

B- top 1 43/q' ** M 1

C- bottom 1" 31/t' ** M 1

D. sides 1 3 / q u * * M 2

E oval back th' 31/2, 41/z' P 1

F back 1/i P 1
- Parts Initially cut oversize.
** Dimension or quantity determined by the configu-
ration of your sign. See the instructions.

Materials Key: M-mahogany, P-lluan plywood.

Supplies: spray adhesive, exterior glue, /a"
dowel, #4xtl2" brass roundhead wood screws (--),
#8x2" brass flathead wood screws (2),
%" mahogany button plugs (2), exterior linish,
clear epoxy, 16-gague copper sheet.

When the flnish dries, drill screw-
shank holes through the backs and

copper sheets and pilot holes into the
frame. Screw the copper sheets and backs
in place.

Arrange the characters in the frame,
then epoxy them, one at a time, to the

copper sheet.
Mount your si_en using #8x2" brass
flathead wood screws. Glue the button

plugs in the counterbores.iF

Written by Jan Hale Svec with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Kevin Boyle

l l lustrat ions: Roxanne LeMoine, Lorna Johnson
Photographs: D. E. Smith Photography;

Baldwin Photography

i
I
*

t/+" chamfers

brass R.H.
wood screw

Copper
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joints. One edge of the template navi-
gates the bit for cutting the tails; the
tapered slots in the other edge direct the
bit for cutting the pins.

We'll focus on those jigs, but we also
included two incremental-positioning
fixtures that attach to your router table.
Although not true through-dovetail jigs
(we'll explain why later), these fixtures
also are capable of making a number of
other decorative through joints.

(Editor's note: We opted not to test
Porter-Cable's Omnijig because of its
high cost. The 24" jig sells for $360 and
can only do half-blind dovetails; to make
through dovetails, you must buy an addi-
tional template for $160.)

Do TD iigs get a bad rap?
Through-dovetail jigs have a reputation
for being difficult to set up and use. Con-
sequently, novice woodworkers may shy
away from them. We're happy to say we
found that reputation largely undeserved.

In fact, of all the jigs in our test, only
the Craftsman 25450 took longer than
about ten minutes to assemble and set up.
That's because the Craftsman jig (unlike
the virtually identical Vermont American
23461) comes completely unassembled.
It took us about an hour to turn Crafts-
man's bags of parts into a dovetail jig.

The Keller 2401 comes as a pair of alu-
minum guide templates-one for cutting
pins, the other for cutting tails-that must
each be attached to a 2x6 fence that you
provide. (We used a length of I3A"
micro-laminated beam instead.) A line
scribed on the bottom of each template
shows where to align the fence.

The Katie Jig was ready to go right out
of the box, but we checked the alignment
of the tuning-fork shaped guides just ro
be sure. The remaining jigs required only
minor assembly.

We marked all three pins for this photo,
but you really only need to scribe one to
accurately locate Keller's pin template.

Dovetail bits
& pieces
lf you're a spring chicken when it
comes to through-dovetail joints,
here's a quick primer on the parts.
And, although you're free to break
the rules, we've also included a
few guidelines on which pieces
belong where.

Tails. When viewed from the face
of the workpiece, a tail looks l ike,
well, the tapered back end of a
dove. You shape them by routing
with a dovetail bit, as shown oppo-
sife. For cases and drawers, cut
tails in the side pieces; for a chest,
you should cut them on the front
and back pieces.
Pins. Routed with a straight bit,
pins look l ike rectangles when
viewed from the face of the work-
piece. When building drawers, pins
go on the front and back; on case-
work, the top and bottom; and on a
chest, cut them in the side pieces.

Making ends meet
Thanks to the double-edged nature of the
templates or guide fingers, pins and tails
cut with these jigs can't help but align.
For most of the jigs, you set a stop to reg-
ister your workpiece, cut the tails, rotate
the template or guide-finger assembly,
and cut the pins. The Keller and
Universal Jointer stray from this formula,
but that's not necessarily bad.

Making dovetail joints with the Keller
is a lot like cutting them by hand, but
faster. And it could hardly be more sim-
ple: Eyeball the tail location, clamp the
tail template in place, and rout the tails.
Using the freshly cut tails as a guide,
scribe the location of one pin on the end
of the pin board, and line up the pin tem-
plate on your marks, as shown at left.
Clamp, rout the pins, and you're done.

Instead of a rotating template, the
Universal Jointer uses template inserts
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'tail blazers
that fit into a template holder. After cut-
ting the tails, you replace the tail insert
(shown on bench in the photo below)
with the pin insert. Rout one side of the
pins, then flip the pin insert end-for-end,
then rout the other side of the pins.

A fitting tribute
Although aligning pins and tails with
these jigs is almost automatic, actually
getting them to fit together becomes a
different story. Step one-shaping the
tails with your router-is pretty straight-
forward. Fitting the pins to the tails can
take some trial and error (and a few
pieces of scrap wood).

For routing tails, you only need ensure
that you cut them at least as deep as the
pin board is thick. Don't go overboard
here: You don't want to waste too much
time sanding the ends of the tails flush
with the pin board when you're through.
(About /s" extrais plenty.)

When setting your cutting depth, don't
forget to include the thickness of the
guide template in your calculation. To
save you some head-scratching, the
Craftsman and Vermont American jigs
have pockets (top photo) on the front of

Keep a screwdriver handy if you use the
Universal Jointer to cut through dove-
tails. You must change the template
three times for each joint.

the jig that help the process.
They weren't perfect, but they
got us in the ballpark (if not
the infield) without any calcu-
lations, which we appreciated.

With the tails cut, it's time
to fit the pins to them. Moving
the pin template slightly for-
ward on its fence widens the
pins for a tighter fit; shifting it
backward does the opposite.

Arguably the most elaborate
system belongs to Leigh with
graduated scales, shown at
right, on each end of the tem-
plate bar. These scales overlay
index lines on the bar support
to give you a handy visual ref-
erence when adjusting the
template. Each end of the tem-
plate moves independently,
though, so we had to be care-
ful to make both scales match
to keep the template parallel to
our workpiece.

The Craftsman and Ver-
mont American jigs use a single knob on
the side to slide both ends of the template,
keeping it parallel to the workpiece. But,
they don't provide a scale, so fine-tuning
the fit is by-guess-and-by-gosh. Still, we
had little trouble fine-tuning the fit on our
test boards.

Screw slots in the Keller pin template
allowed us to adjust the template on the
fence. but we never needed to: With the
fence set to the scribed index line during
assembly, the joint fit together perfectly.
The Universal Jointer offers some lati-
tude for adjustment; the Katie Jig, none.
Nonetheless, we were very pleased with
the fit of the joints made with these jigs.

Quality is iob one
The hardness and grain of the wood, your
router speed, and the sharpness of your
bits are but a few of the factors that con-
tribute to the quality of the joints made
with a dovetail jig. But the jig itself can

LEFT: Six pockets
on the Graftsman
and Vermont
American jigs set the
bit depth for dove-
tailing stock from
Vr1" thick.

ABOVE: To tweak the pin fit on the
Leigh D-4, loosen the knurled brass
knob and shift the template forward or
back. The yellow scale is for through
dovetails; the green for half-blinds when
the template is oriented to cut that ioint.

help or hurt in your quest for clean-cut
pins and tails.

Just as a zero-clearance insert on your
tablesaw reduces tearout, so does a back-
ing board on a through-dovetail jig.
Keller's and Katie Jig's fences back up
your cuts very nicely, but we liked the
Keller better for a couple of reasons.

First, the templates never move on the
fence, so once you've cut into it, it will
always prevent tearout. When You
change the spacing of Katie Jig's guide
fingers, you cut away more of the fence,
as shown top left opposite.

Secondly, when it comes time to
replace it, Katie Jig's fence is an odd
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After using the Katie Jig with various tail spacings, we found that we'd destroyed the
part of the fence that backs up the stock to reduce tearout.

width. Hampton House offers optional
guide fingers, to mix or match with the
the ones that come with the jig, but they
also require a different router bit.

As we already mentioned, cutting
dovetails with the Keller is much like

Katie Jig's tuning-fork shaped guide
fingers (in hand) move independenily
to vary tail-spacing; Leigh (on bench)
splits the forks to allow variably sized
and spaced tails.

making them by hand. You can't change
the pin width, but you can vary the spac-
ing by routing individual pins and tails to
match. (It's this same quality, by the way,
that allows you to cut mating dovetails in
the edge of curved stock, say, the arched

Tabletop TDs
Incremental-positioning jigs,
such as the lncra 16" Ultra,
shown at right, and the
Jointech JS-1827, use a sin-
gle dovetail bit to shape both
the tails and the pins. But
you can't cut a straight pin
with an angled bit so the
pins require a second router
cut and a small amount of
clean-up with a sharp knife
or chisel. More importantly, they lack the comptete pin-to-tail surface contact
of a true through-dovetail joint.

Having said that, we must admit that these jigs are capable of producing
some of the most mind-blowing joints you'll ever see, such as double-dove-
tails (a dovetail within a dovetail), double-double box joints, "box-tail" joints (a
box joint within a dovetail), cornerpost dovetails, and other exotics. lf you're
into box-making and more concerned about dazzle than gluing-surface area,
consider one of these jigs.

Both the Incra and Jointech systems are essentially high{ech router{able
fences that snap to any r/sz" increment from the bit. A right-angle carrier rides
along the fence keeping the workpiece perpendicular to the router tabletop
whife moving it through the bit, as shown above.

Pin size and spacing is determined by detailed charts in the manual and
an extensive set of color-coded template strips, which mount to the fence
carriage. Once you've calibrated the fence system to the center of your work-
piece and set the correct bit depth, you clamp your tail boards to the right-
angle carrier and cut the first tail. Slide the fence to the next mark on the
template, lock it, make the next cut, and so on until you've cut all the tails.

Next, you cut all the pins in the same manner, this time using a different
set of marks on the template. Finally, you repeat these cuts with the pin
board face-up and flat on the table. Performance-wise, we found little differ-
ence in ease of use, and none in the quality of the joints they produced.

thickness- .720" -and that thickness is
the only control you have over the fit of
the joint. Terry Hampton of Hampton
House, the manufacturer of Katie Jig,
told us that a user "can take any t7a"
stock-which is usually less than a full
3/4" anyway-and plane or sand it down
to .710-.120" for a replacement fence if
he or she needs to."

On the Craftsman, [-eigh, and Vermont
American jigs, you can clamp a backer
board under the template to eliminate
tearout, and this works pretty well. The
Universal Jointer has no wav to accom-
modate a backer.

Pin size and spacinE:
Control to the'last ti''tail
One complaint we hear from old-school
woodworkers is that machine-cut dove-
tails are too perfect: identically spaced
and all the same size. Of all the jigs in our
test, only the Leigh D-4 gives you com-
plete control over the width of the pins
and the distance between them, satisfying
the fussiest complainer.

If you look at the guide fingers on the
Leigh jig, shown on the bench in the top
right photo, you'll notice that each guide
finger looks like one half of a tuning fork.
Changing the spacing between the
tapered ends of the fingers alters the
width of the pins, and separating the par-
allel ends increases the distance between
the pins. Besides replicating a hand-cut
dovetail look (with amazing repeatabili-
ty), you can create virtually any pattern of
pins and tails you like.

In a similar fashion, Katie Jig's guide
fingers, shown in-hand in the photo attop
right, can be moved to spread the pins
out. But, because you can't split the tun-
ing fork, the pins will all be the same
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'tail blazers
top of a chest-the only jig in the test that
can make that boast.)

The other product in our test that can
make variably spaced dovetails is the
Universal Jointer. However, the process
of leaving out some cuts and constantly
repositioning stops and the jig left our
heads spinning.

A few more points
before you buy
Go wide, go long. The width and thick-
ness capacities of each jig are shown in
the chart at the end of the article, but what
about length? To a large degree, that's
determined by how the jig, your bench,
and your workpiece interact for the job.

fer Leigh's cam-action levers to the twist-
to-tighten knobs on the Craftsman and
Vermont American.) That limits the
stock length to your bench height.

One other note regarding capacities:
Some manufacturers offer larger and/or
smaller versions of the jigs we tested.
Katie Jig, for example, also comes in a
Blanket Chest model (widths up to
26V2") and a Junior model that works
with Vz"-thick stock up to 6" wide. Keller
also sells a 16" capacity model (1601), a
36" model (3600), and a phenolic 15"
model (Journeyman 1500).
.Bits, bearings, and bushings. It's
always interesting to see which of these
necessary items the manufacturer
includes with the jig. For instance, the
Craftsman and Universal Jointer jigs
don't come with bits. Craftsman does
include guide bushings, but they only fit

on a Craftsman router. Ver-
mont American uses the same
bushings as the Craftsman,
but also sends along a univer-
sal router subbase that accepts
those bushings.
oStops, in the neme of dove.
Except for the Keller, all of
the jigs come with at least one
work stop that fixes the loca-
tion of your workpiece for

both the tail cuts and pin cuts. (Keller
offers an accessory stop, or you can sim-
ply clamp a scrapwood stop to the jig.)
The Universal Jointer's stop system,
shown at left, consists of three parts that,
when used in various combinations, posi-
tion the workpiece at any %" increment
along your tail board.
oWhat else can you do? All of the jigs in
our test also can be used to cut box
joints, although you need to buy an addi-
tional template to do so on the
Craftsman, Leigh, and Vermont
American jigs. On the other hand,
those three jigs also can do half-
blind dovetails out of the box-
the others can't. The chart at right lists
the joints each jig can produce.

Which to choose
depends on how you use
You can't beat the sheer simplicity of
Keller's 2401. The more joints we made,
the more we kept coming back to this
workhorse. Although you can't change
the size of the pins, you can plant a dove-

tl0IE:$:

'1. Besides though-dovetail joints, this
product also can be used to cut:
(B) Box joints
(E) Exotic through-ioints

(double dovetai ls, etc.)
(H) Half-blind dovetails
(S) Sliding-dovetail pin
(T) Tenons
(.) Optional template required

2. (AL) Aluminum
(GN) Glass-filled nylon
(PP) Phenolic-coated plywood

3. (B) Bearing
(G) Guide bushing

4. (.)  Can be reposit ioned
along board for wider
workpieces.

(. .)  Requires reversing
template holder on fence.

5. !ncettent

@ eooo

ffirui,,

lf you wrote down the combination of
stop parts and holes, you could come
back to the Universal Jointer years from
now and cut a perfectly mating joint.

The sky's the limit with the Keller,
Katie Jig, and Universal Jointer. These
jigs mount directly to the workpiece with
clamps you provide. As long as you can
reach it (and safely support both the stock
and yourself), you can cut it. Katie Jig
takes advantage of this arrangement by
selling handles that mount to the jig: For
shorter workpieces, you can flip the jig
and workpiece upside-down to cut the
joints on a router table.

On the other hand. the Craftsman.
Leigh, and Vermont American jigs
mount directly to your benchtop or to an
oversized plywood base that in turn
clamps to your bench. A clamping bar on
the front of the jig holds the workpiece
vertically in the jig for cutting. (We pre-
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tail anywhere you can fit the jig. In our
opinion, you can't go wrong with this jig
for day-in, day-out dovetailing.

On the other hand, you won't find
another through-dovetail jig that gives
you as much control over size and place-
ment of pins as the Leigh D-4. When you
figure in its ability to do half-blind dove-
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It requires assembly, but once set up, this jig makes well-fitting
joints. A good value. See Vermont American comments.

Virtually ready to use out of the box. Can make variably spaced
dovetails. With optional handles, also can be used atoo a router
table. Also available in "Junio/'model for smaller

s0me ways, one of the most versatile.
The only jig in the test that can cut variably sized and spaced
dovetails at the same time. Manual is lengthy, but clear and

Also can cut lsoloc and other decorative
A very precise jig that works best on pieces less than 1 8" wide.
Bits may be harder to find, but manufacturer lists some sources
in the manual.
This jig is virtually identical to the Craftsman 25450, except that it comes
mostly assembled, with bits, and with a replacement base plate for using

a true through-dovetail iig, but it can cut the ioint. Router table-mounting
maximum length 0f workpiece you can work with this type ol jig. Excels at decorative
ioints, such as double-dovetails, double-double dovetails. double box ioints. etc.

Similar to lncra 16" Ultra in function, design, and joint quality.
We liked the template organizer in the back of lhe owner's manual.

tails, box joints (with optional template),
sliding dovetails, and more, it's arguably
the most versatile in the test, and should
handle most of your joinery needs for a
very long time.

For occasional use, go with the
Vermont American 23461. It produces
well-fitting joints for about $150 less

www.woodonline.com

F0r specilicalions on other types of tools, click on
"Tool Compailsons" al www.woodmall.som

than the Leigh (but without the ability to
vary size or spacing). It also comes most-
ly assembled, and with a router-base
adapter and bits, unlike the similar
Craftsman 25450 that costs $45 less..l

Written by Dave Gampbellwith Dave Henderson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
lllustration: Brian Jensen

6. (B) Alternate bits
(BJ) Box-joint template
(BP) Router base plate
(C) Production clamp kit
(F) Alternative finger guides
(G) Template guide bushings
(H) Handles lor routertable use

(HB) Half-blind dovetail template
(l) lsoloc-joint templates

(M) Multiple mortise-and-tenon attachment
(S) Guide-f inger spaces

(TL) Template library

7. (.) Lifetime warranty on racks

8. (C) Canada
(U) United States

9. Prices current at time ol article's
production.
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Craftsman Jointech
Visit your local Sears store. 800/61 9-1 288
www.sears.com/craftsman www.jointech.com

Hampton House (Katie Jig) Keller
317/881-8601 800/995-2456
www.katiejig.com www.kellerdovetail.com

Leigh Universal Fixtures
800/663-8932 t24n$-8644
www.leighjigs.com

Taylor Design (lncra)
97U418-4811
www.incra.com

Vermont American
800t742-3869

It's your turn
to talk 'tails
Agree or disagree, we'd like to
know your thoughts on the
through-dovetail j igs in our
test. We've set up an
lnteractive Tool Review at
www.woodonline.com for you
to sound off. Besides your
fellow woodworkers, the
manufacturers of the jigs also
will offer their two cents.
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la" chamter
t/+" dowels s/q" long

61/s"

s / t a x 2 V q x 1 2 "

the

stock depends on how
many receptacles or switches are
covered by the plate-provided you
orient the grain vertically on the plate.
One-gang plates should be 23/q" wide,
two-gang plates 4s/2" wide, and three-
gang plates 6Vz" wide. If you can't find
stock wide enough for boxes with three-

or-more switches, or don't
want to glue up stock to
width, you may want to ori-
ent the grain horizontally.

Make two copies of the
appropriate plate pattern

from the WOOD PAT-
TERNSo insert, and apply
them to the top and bottom
of the plate blank with spray
adhesive. Even if you're not
making a mission-style
plate, you'll need the pattern
to locate the Vs" screw holes.

Now, place the plate blank pattem-side-
down in the base jig and position the
plate holder so it butts against the blank.
The blank should fit snugly, but not so
tightly that it proves hard to remove.

Depending on your needs, build one
or all of the single-, double-, or

triple-gang plate template(s) shown in
Drawing 2. Reinforce the glued template
butt joints with biscuits, dowels, or pock-
et screws.

Put a r/2" straight bit and 7a" bushing
into a handheld router.

Note: Depending on your router and the
size of wall plate you make, you may
need to add an oversized auxiliary sub-
base to your router's base. Your

he family-room renovation in
the April issue had so many cus-
tom features that we couldn't

share all of them with you in that single
issue. Now, we can show you how to
make the wooden wall plates and
adaptable air grills that helped turn that
dated space into a woodworking show-
place. You can size the air grills to fit
any opening, and even use them for
projects that have nothing to do with
your home's heating, such as shower
grates, hot plates, or welcome mats.
Let's start with the wall plates.

Pleasing plates
These plates work for light switches and
receptacles with the same rectangular
shape (sometimes referred to as "decora-
tor" or "designer" switches and recepta-
cles). We show all of the plans you'll
need for one-, two- or three-gang electri-
cal boxes. If you have an outlet with four
or more switches ganged together, you
easily can extend the dimensions we
give you for the three-gang plate to pre-
pare the necessary stock andjigs.

Once you make a few simple jigs, you
can churn out plates that
adapt to most any interior
by changing the wood
species or varying the edge
treatment. For example,
we'll show you how to
make plates like the one in
Photo A. That cherry plate
has a chamfered edge, but
you also could rout a cove
or round-over instead. And,
by taking the basic proce-
dure a few steps further,
you can produce plates that
have a distinctive mission look (more on
that later).
Note: To make wall plates, yott'll need
a couple of simple jigs. First, build the
base jig and plate holder shown in
Drawing 1. You'll need to resaw or
plane to thickness the s/ta" material.
Attach the three thin pieces of the base
jig to the 3/a" plywoodwith glue andfin-
ish nails. The plate holder is adjustable
and does not mount permanently to the
base jig.

Begin vrrith blanks, end
with handcrafted plates

No matter what size wall plate you
make, you need stock that's 5/t6"

www.woodonline.com

s A a X 2 3 / q X 5 1 / q "

3 /qx1O3/ax16"

t h i c k
and 5V+" long.
The width of

s/'ra x 23/q x 51/c" Plate holder

t/+" hole

17/a"

router's subbase must be large enough
to span the opening in the plate template
you'll use in the following steps.

For single plates, you'll need a router
subbase at least 6" in diameter: double
plates require a subbase at least 8" in
diameter; and triple plates require a
L)"-diameter subbase. We made our
auxiliary subbase fromt/n" clear acrylic.
After drilling a hole in its center large
enough to fit around the s/s" bushing,
adhere it to the router's subbase with
double-faced tape.

Turn your router upside-down, place
the plate template pin-side-up on the

router's subbase, and adjust the straight
bit so it sticks 3/ta" above the template, as
shown in Photo B.

Position the plate template on the
base jig, aligning the plate-template

pins with the "1" holes, as shown in
Drawing 2. Clamp the base jig to a
benchtop, and rout a3Ao"-deep recess into

-23/4"
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3 / q x 3 x 1 0 7 / 8 "

3 / q x 3 x 2 3 / + " 3 /+x3  x23 /a "

3/+x3x1O7/a"
Plate holder
(Shown in single-
plate position)

the back side of the plate blank, as shown
in Drawing 3 and Photo C. Rout around
the inside edges of the template, then
clean out the middle of the recess.

grates & plates
PLATE-RECESSING SETUP

3/qx3x4th"

t/q" hole

3/cx3x10z/a"

Plate blank l
(Double plate shown)

Build the plate-hole templale shown
in Drawing 4. Replace the plate tem-

plate with the plate-hole template,
aligning its pins with the "1" holes in
the base jig.

Replace the t/2" straight bit with a t/+"

straight bit, and leave the s/s" bushing
in place. Adjust the bit so it cuts com-
pletely through the plate blank when you
set the router on top of the plate-hole
template. See Drawing 5.

Rout around the inside edges of the
plate-hole template to produce a

switch/receptacle hole, as shown in
Photo D. Repeat this step with the plate-
hole template aligned with the "2" holes
for double plates, and the "2" and "3"
holes for triple plates.

If you are making mission-style
wall plates, skip to the next sec-

tion. If you are not maktng the mission-
style wall plates, you're nearly done.

ROUTING THE PLATE REC

3/qx3x61/a"

17/ta

/+" dowel
1/+" long t/+" holes

e / q x 3 x 4 1 / a "

Simply remove the plate blank. (Use the
2" hole to push the plate out of the base
jig.) Cut a piece of aluminum flashing
that fits into the recess. Place the alu-
minum piece into the recess, and trace the
shape of the plate hole onto the alu-
minum. Cut out the marked hole, staying
just outside the traced lines, with a metal-
cutting scrollsaw blade.

Apply a coat of epoxy to the recess.
roughen up one surface of the alu-

minum with 8O-grit sandpaper, and
adhere the roughened aluminum surface
to the recess.

Dril l  t/6+" countersunk holes,
where marked on the paper pat-

tern. The countersinks should be deep
enough to accommodate the head of a
#6xVz" ovalhead electrical-fi xture screw.
(You'll find these screws available with
heads of various colors such as black,
white, almond, brown, brass, or bright
zinc.) Remove the paper pattern and any
adhesive residue. Rout the edges as
desired, sand, and apply finish.

How to add the mission-
look to the wall plate

Remove the wall-plate blank from the
base jig. Drill a blade-start hole in the

center of each tiny square on the pattern,
and cut out the squares using a scrollsaw,
as shown in Photo E.

Plate blank
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' Triple-gang
plate. template

s /+x3x10z /a "

e/+x3 x61/a"

PLATE.HOLE TEMPLATE
3/+ x 3 x7lVta

3/qx3 x3"
327/sz

3 / c x 3 x 3 "

Plate-hole template

V+ x  3  x711Aa"

/+" dowel
1/+" long

Plate holder
(Shown in triple-

Base jig

With a straight bit and router table,
rout a Vs" rabbet Ve" deep around the

edge of the plate, where marked on the
pattern. See Photo F. Remove the paper
pattern and any glue residue.

plate position)

Plate blank (Tripte ptate shown)

Cut a piece of .025" copper sheet
that fits into the recess on the back

of the plate.
Place the copper sheet into the recess
(no epoxy), and mark the switch/

receptacle hole with a pencil, as shown in
Photo G. Also mark the middle square in
each set of three squares.

Remove the copper sheet. Draw diag-
onals to determine the centers of the

marked squares, and drill %" holes at
their centers. Cut out the switch/recepta-
cle openings using a scrollsaw and metal-
cutting blade. See Photo H.

Apply a coat of epoxy to the wall-
plate recess, roughen up one surface

of the copper sheet with 8O-grit sandpa-
per, and adhere the roughened surface to
the recess. Sand and apply finish to the
wall plate. Use #6xVq" brass flathead
screws to mount the plates to your
switches or receptacles. (The flared edge
of the screw head will indent the copper
as you tighten the screw.)

ROUTING THE PLATE HOTE
Plate-hole template

Plate holder

7a" guide bushing
t/a" straight bit
set to cut
through blank
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plates

Rout a 't/2" rabbel
t/t" deep on back outside.
edge after -4

EXPLODED VIEW

Gremt Srffites
Most homes built in the past 50 years or
so come with some pretty blas6 air vents.
The typical metal, louvered variety are
inexpensive and practical, but they do lit-
tle for your home's aesthetic appeal.
Enter these wooden air grills. You can
build several in a single weekend, then
install them in place of your hot-air vents
or cold-air returns.

In this article we'll show you how we
made the air grill on page 68 - it was
featured in the April family-room reno-
vation. You can modify these grates to

suit many situations. For example, the
one in Photo I was designed to emulate
old metal grates in a 1920s home.

The secret's
*n the prep work
Note: To build a grill and sur-

rounding frame like the one in

Drawing 6, you'll need two pieces

of stock (we used red oak):
.One piec€ of t7t" material for the
grill that's at least 1" Ionger and

wider than the grill opening.
.One piece of shxlt/t" material

long enough to go around the grill.

Keep in mind that the width and

length of the air opening has to be

in 3/t" increments, so you may need

to adjust the width of the 3/t" mate-
rial to fit your particular

duct opening.
From 3/q" matertal, make
an auxiliary miter gauge

fence that's 3" wide and
as long as your Vz"
stock. Center the

tablesaw's blade and mount it to your
miter gauge, as shown in Drawing 7.

Mount a t/q" dado set in your table-
saw, and adjust it for a %"-deep cut.

Position the miter gauge in the left-hand
miter-gauge slot, and cut a slot through
the auxiliary miter gauge fence.

Detach the auxiliary fence. and reat-
tach it so the dado set cuts another

V+xVq" slot spaced exactly t/2" to the left
of the original slot (as viewed from the
tablesaw operator's perspective).

Glue a Vqxv4xl" pin into the slot on
the right, with the pin sticking out the

front face of the fence.
Place one edge of your t/)" stock
against the fence, with its right end

against the pin. Cut a V+xVa" dado across
the width of the stock. Place the dado you
just cut over the pin and cut an identical
dado. Repeat this process as shown in
Photo J until you reach the opposite end
of the stock.

Now, cut the strips
that make up the gri l l

Remove the miter gauge, replace the
dado set with a ripping blade, and set

the rip fence Vq" from the blade. Rip u
piece of scrap stock to Vq" wide and test
the fit of this piece in the dadoes of your
/2" stock. Adjust the rip fence until your
test pieces slip easily-but not sloppily-
into the slots.

Rip the dadoed stock into striPs, as
shown in Photo K.

1/+ x th"

{qx3x24"
auxiliary fence72

fence on your
guide pin



ilCUTTING LAY
Cut mark

1) Space the cut strips Vz" apartto deter-
r'".J mine how many long strips you'll
need for your air grill. Take note of how
many long strips you've reserved, and set
them aside. Save the others for cutting
into short strips in the next step.
;! Line up the strips edge-to-edge that*? will become short strips. Starting at
one end of these strips, count over the
number of dadoes that matches the num-
ber of strips you saved for long strips.
Make cut marks across those strips, as
shown in Drawing 8.

ffi Align the dadoes on these strips by
u", placing V+xV+" pegs into every sixth
or seventh dado. Crosscut the strips into
shorter lengths using a miter gauge, as
shown in Photo L.

Let's assemble the grill
lLuy out the long strips, notch-side-up,
I on a flat surface, and space them apart

with a few unglued short strips, as shown
in Photo M. Starting at one end of the
long strips, glue the short strips into
place, pulling out the dry short strips as
you go. Use an /s" dowel or paint brush
to apply glue to each notch.

S After the glue dries, cut two t/xt/x3"
fl* pegs that fit into the holes in the grill.

www.woodonline.com

SooK

ffi*6-""p sto"' Use 
.the

pegs ano a prece
of scrap with nvo straight

and parallel edges to frim one
long edge of the grill assembly flush with
a long strip, as shown in Photo N. Use
double-faced tape to help hold the scrap
straightedge onto the grill.
,"ftRemove the pegs and straightedge.
{-JTrim the grill's opposite long edge by
holding the just-cut edge against the
fence. Use a miter gauge to trim the ends.
Sand the face sidJ oithe grill (the side
with continuous short-strip edges) using
a random-orbit sander.

,,'l Cut the frame pieces from the 3/+"
'*'l* stock. In the case of our lV+"-wide

Ne 
"*"ightedgealigned by pegs

and held down

Use dry-spaced short strips to align
the long strips as you glue the

short strips into place,
starting at one end.

stock, the length of
the rails equals the width of

the grill plus 2V2". The stiles' length
equals the length of the gnll plus 2Vz" .
ff Use a tablesaw and dado set to cut the
q*Yframe half lap joints, shown on
Drawing 6. Dry-clamp the frame and
check the fit of the grill in the frame.
Trim the grill or the frame as necessary
for a tight fit.

ff Place the grill on top of a %"-thick
\*J spacer just smaller than the grill in
width and length. Apply glue to the half
lap joints and along the frame edges that
contact the grill. Assemble the frame
around the grill by first clamping across

its width. Remove the spacer, then clamp
each corner to secure the half laps. Add
another clamp across the length of the
assembly. See Photo O.-f 

If necessary for mounting purposes,
i rout a V2" rabbet, V+" deep on the

back side of the frame. as shown in
Drawing 6a.i
Written by Bill Krier with Jim Downing
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

with double-faced
tape will help
flush-cut the
short-strip
ends.
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Wheth
Acadian

Greole, G
Arcene

*,1 ouisiana's culture and people are as
t, diverse-and sometimes mysterious-
1,,is:v;1,;i..,;, as gumbo ingredients. Discovered
and claimed by the French in 1682, the
vast area of Mississippi River Valley,
bayous, and coastal plain that became
Louisiana was influenced at times in its
history by the Spanish, then American
sefflers after the Louisiana Purchase in
1803. Between 1760 and 1790, nearly
17,000 French people from Acadia in
eastern Canada arrived, driven from their
homes by the British. All the while, trick-
les of immigrants from Western Europe,
and even Haiti, Jamaica, and other
islands filtered in to blend a rich heritage.

Covington, Louisiana, craftsman Greg
Arceneaux, 50, traces his ancestry in the
state to the early 1700s, when long-ago
relatives from French Canada settled on
land grants from the French government.
To him, the state's history and culture
aren't as muddled as jambalaya.
"Creoles are descendants of the original

French explorers and French-speaking
Spanish colonists," he explains, "and
usually represented the upper classes in
old New Orleans and South Louisiana for
nearly 200 years. Acadians are those
whose French families originated in
English Canada-basically owing their
living to fishing and farming. Now, their
descendants are what most people refer
to when they say 'Cajun.' Anglos recall
an American-English heritage."

'  ' ' '  : ,  . -
Greg, now known in the state for the
Louisiana-heritage furniture that comes
out of his five-man workshop, began his
woodworking ciueer as an art sfudent. "I
went to Louisiana State in the early sev-
enties with art in mind," he says. "Once
there, I focused on sculpture. My teacher

Liz, Greg's wife and partner, studies a
furniture reference book at the Creole-
style, cypress dining table. The buffet,
small chair, and box behind her are all
based on early Louisiana pieces.

was a true artist in wood, so from him I
did learn about hand and power tools and
how to use them. But after two years, I
realized that art alone wasn't fulfilling
enough. I wanted to do something that
impacted people's daily lives, not just the
lives of those who appreciated art.
Eventually, I came to the conclusion that
furniture had the same artistic quality to it
as sculpture, but it was utilitarian, too."
Even at that point, though, Greg was

designing furniture in the rustic style. So
when he left school to "deal with the real
world" as a ca{penter's apprentice, he set
up a small shop in Lafayette and began
building what he had designed. "With my
Dad's help, I got a radial-arm saw, a cir-
cular saw, and a few hand tools; all I
needed for rustic furniture." he recalls.
"My first chairs were made from cherry
saplings with the bark on-all mortise-
and-tenon joinery. Then, because there's
a tradition in Cajun country of using
'hide' seats-stretched rawhide with the
hair still on-I took those chairs to an old
man to have them done in black and
white cowhide."
Greg's desire to further understand how

furniture was made grew as he worked.
He learned what he could, where he
could, and kept on building, buying tools

furniture
speaks of a
rich history



Greg freehands cypress through the bandsaw to
rough out a cabriole leg.

as needed. Finally, he abandoned his car-
pentry to focus on woodworking. "But I
was just scraping by making furniture
and doing some millwork, like tapered
posts for porches," he remembers. '"Then

I got a job at the natural history museum
in Lafayette as head of exhibits," Greg
says. "I built the bookcases, library
tables, display cases, shutters, and did
trim work. It ended up being 10 years of
really great experience."
From there, Greg went on his own once

again, building furniture of his design as
well as commissions. "That's when I

really became curious about
heritage furniture. It was a
time of a cultural rebirth of
the French tradition in
Louisiana," he recalls. "A lot
of people in my generation
saw that rich culture being
eroded, the very thing that
made Louisiana special.

"My family had been in
Louisiana for centuries, but I
really hadn't been truly aware
of that wonderful heritage
until then," he continues.
"And I was, by definition,
really a Creole."

.  
\ . , 1  :  i

"Even as a high school student
I liked antiques," comments
Greg. "Yet I didn't see much
old French-style furniture
around-meaning Acadian
and Creole. (See sidebar
below, "Acadian and Creole:
What's the difference?") But I

have to say that the distinctions between
the two are ones that I draw. Historians
may not have the same conclusions
because I don't think the styles have been
studied that much.
"Anyway, I wondered where it was," he

continues. "It turned out that what was
left was mostly in museums, plantations,
and other historic sites. My theory about
why there is so little left is that the
Mississippi River Valley has always been
prone to flooding, and the early French
settlers lived along the rivers. Therefore
the furniture suffered. And the wav furni-

ture was passed down also differed a lot
from what is done today.

"People back then didn't want to inher-
it their parents' or grandparents' stuff
because they believed that their spirits
came with it," he recants. "I've read and
heard about people piling belongings up
and burning them! Some also got stashed
in barns. In fact, many of the finest
Creole and Acadian pieces have been
found in barns under a pile of old oil
cans. And of course. the weather and
insects took their toll, too, especially in
south Louisiana."

, ,: i,:r. :;", ;..l!,'l:
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"It was only in the last 10 years or so that
I seriously focused on developing this
Louisiana style of furniture," says Greg
"Before then, I was building anything to
help me make a living."
In the late 1980s Greg was instrumental

in forming the Louisiana Furnishings
Industry Association. For an annual
meeting, the group brought in Thomas
Moser, the Maine designer and furniture-
maker renown for his Shaker-inspired
pieces. Greg and his wife Liz became
good friends with Thomas Moser, as they
still are today. "He really helped me
focus on what was necessary to create a
distinctive furniture line," says the crafts-
man. "I give him credit for helping me

Acadian and Greole:

Greg likes to call his pieces "American French"
or "Creole- and Acadian-inspired." He explains: "lt's
a distinct style. My Creole pieces have aspects of

French Provincial furniture, but not all of the intricate
moldings and carvings. For instance, I like the curve of
the cabriole leg in the Creole pieces and the sense of

motion that it creates (see photo right). You get the
feeling that the piece could get up and walk away. You
don't get that out of the angular, more simple Acadian
pieces (see photo /efl). They reflect the rural, agrarian
nature of Acadian life. Creole pieces also usually have
ornamentation in the form of a scalloped apron on an
armoire, table, or case piece," he points out. "There's

this essence of Old World design, but the focal point is
the wood that was available in the New World."



develop furniture that has become dis-
tinctive and recognizable.

"I think early l-ouisiana fumiture is a
beautiful forrn" and fairly classic," he
adds. '"Vvith its simple lines, it stands up
well with traditional styles and also
mixes easily with contemporary because
of the simple detail."
For his line of furninre that ranges from

$400 for a lamp table to $12,000 for an
armoire, Greg employs many of the sitme
woods thatemly Louisianans would have
used. In his shop you'll find stacks of
cypress-dense "sinker" stock from
recovered sunken logs; recycled boards
sawn from building timbers; and young,
second-growth wood. Then there's cher-
ry, longleaf pine, walnut, hickory, and
pecan. Some mahogany occasionally
shows up, too. It would have been avail-
able in l8th-century New Orleans
because of the city's seaport stature.

Missing are the now noncommercial
woods that would have been put to use.
"Mulberry went into a lot of chairs,"
Greg notes, "and redbay became furni-
ture, but you can't find it now. And oak,
although available, was hardly ever used
back then."

Greg, however, despite the other wood
he has on hand, bases his furniture line on
cyprcss. "Here, people arc very taken
with cypress," he points out. "At one
time, the tnees were huge-150'tall with

trunl$ 18'in diameter. And what amazes
me is that they cut them all down-all
gone by the emly 1930s. Then the cypress
cutters moved to the Pacific Northwest
because they had the technology to cut
big, butfressed fiees. Why, we don't even
have some old trees protected in a park
somewhere so people could see what a
1,50Gyear-old tnee looks like. A big tree
like that is far more majestic than any fur-
niture I could ever build."

Joinery fram
days of old
Although Greg shives for
authenticity in his joinery,
including the much relied on
mortise-and-tenon, it's not
always feasible. "\Me do use bis-
cuits in edge-joining a tabletop,
for instance," he admits, "but
they're principally for align-
ment. And why not? I think that
Chippendale would have used a
router had they been available
back then. As a craftsman as
well as a business person, I've
got to fiy and produce the prod-
uct in the most efficient way
possible without impinging on
its integrity. And I can feel good
about doing that."

In his eighties, Charlie Berger
still puts in half days at the
shop. Here he calculates a
tenon cut on a pecan chair.

John Thomson, produc-
tion manager, cuts tenons
on the shop-built tenoner,
a benchtop tablesaw fitted
with a split dado set.

A close look at Greg's furnifure reveals
two of his joinery frademarks, neither of
which result from modern power tools.
First, there's the pegged tenon, shown in
the closeup photo above. "The square
peg of pecan provides a mechanical bond
to the mortise-and-tenon," he advises.
"It's a little bit of insurance as well as a
decorative element. The customers feel
reassured when they see that peg."
According to Greg, squarepegs also add

to his furniture's perid look. " On many
of the old pieces, the pegs were square,"
he says, "because dowels are a compara-
tively recent development. I do like
turned pegs, though, but they take time."

The second trademark is the dovetail.
"All of our drawers have hand-cut dove-
tails. They take longer than machined
ones, but they're our signature," Greg
notes. "And unlike English dovetails,
which have real fine necks, ours iue more
like the French. They're large and not as
refined. In fact, we may use only one on
a drawer side."

Building furniture in a climate known
forits humidity begs a question regarding
joinery and wood movement. Greg's
response is a sfudied one. "It's not unusu-
al for us to have weeks of 100 percent
humidity, and that causes problems
because wood's natural tendency is to
absorb moisture when humidity is high,
and give it off when it's low," he says.
"But as long as we engineer properly, we
don't have problems. Yet, if we were to
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Louisiana heritage furniture
glue tops down and glue panels in place,
we'd have horrible disasters. Instead, we
use screwing strips and screw tops down.
But, we rely on a slightly enlarged hole
so that the screw can actually move back
and forth with the wood. The head of the
screw holds the top in place, but the
enlarged hole in the apron allows it to
move. Panels, such as on a cabinet door,
are always floated.

"We've sent furniture to places all over
the coun0ry that are much drier than
Louisiana," Greg continues. "And no one
has ever called to say that a top or panel
cracked due to wood movement."

Fi A* f ru E € $.* f:.d,S, tl i:.r {.:i I,:r:'A *,'qi l$,;.
Much of the furniture that comes out of
Greg's shop looks as old as the pieces
they're meant to represent. They've been
distressed. And to Greg, the technique
has become an art form.

"Distressing has many aspects, and a
right way to do each," he says. "First,
there's insect damage-powder post bee-

stantly. You can't stop it. So
wood checks," Greg points out.
"We try to limit our checking to
where it would normally occur,
such as on the end grain and into
the flat gain. That's where we
scribe in a check mark."

Part of the trick to authentic-
looking distressing is to devel-
op a layered effect, Greg
believes, as if it happened over
the years. "Where we have a
worn detail, like an edge that
we shaved with a chisel [see the
photo below leftl, we come
back and bang it with a ham-
mer, like it got nicked years
later. We look at the underneath
areas, too, what would be the
wear points. You want to soften
the details because with age,
everything gets softer and
smoother. But with distressing, you
don't want to overdo it, either. You
leave some sharp, machined edges, but
they have to be where the piece would
have been protected."

f t .  * * Y , l : ; * l  ; . ;  : i ?  $ ' , ; i . # ' ; . i d i t , 1  , r ; ' i

In Greg's shop, staining involves aniline
dye, as well as water-based and oil-based
stains, whatever suits the end result. A
favorite there, though, is Minwax Special
Walnut. "We use that for what I call our
'Tidewater' finish," he explains. "But
whatever stain we put on, it never goes
directly on the raw, sanded wood. We
first put on a sealer coat of the final fin-
ish, Deft Danish Oil. That gives a whole
lot more control with how the stain is
absorbed. Cypress, for instance, won't
get blotchy."

With other hardwoods, the story's a bit
different. "After final sanding with220-
grit we go over the piece with a damp
cloth to raise the grain, then sand it and
seal it before staining," says Greg.
In order to "preserve the character of the

wood" Greg prefers a penetrating finish,
such as Deft Danish Oil. "It doesn't make
the wood look as if it's coated with plas-

In the finishing room, Tommy Bourg evens out
the aniline dye on an armchair with steel wool.
The dye gives a rich hue to the wood.

tic. And oil really is pretty foolproof,
especially when you can have high
humidity like we do.
"When it's 100 percent humidity, and it

frequently is in summer," he adds, "you
can't spray lacquer without getting a
blush. Oil is a much slower finishing
process, of course, but it's consistent."

Greg generally figures on three to five
coats of oil, rubbed in between as need-
ed with #0000 steel wool. "Then we top
off the finish with a coat of paste wax to
give it a satiny feel," he says. "We exper-
imented with a lot of wixes; ones with a
lot of beeswax won't work around here.
The hot climate softens it, and it darkens
with the humidity. A wax with a high
carnauba content works better. It's much
harder and has a higher melting point"
and to me it provides a smoother finish.
Generally, we use Treewax. But to
accent distressing, we'll go to a darker
tinted wax. It works nicely to fill in the
cracks, corners, and the distressing to
give the piece the antique character
we're looking for."l

Written by Peter J. Stephano
Photographs: Michael Taranova;
Baldwin Photography

With a chisel, Greg shaves off small
areas of a cypress table's machined
edge. Finished, it will look centuries old.

tles, mainly, and in the South, termites."
For tell-tale beetle marks, Greg goes after
the wood with an awl or ice pick to emu-
late exit holes, 'Just a few here and
there." To portray once-active termites,
he twists a piece of wire and pounds its
impression into the surface, then tops it
off with an awl hole.

"Wood also shrinks and swells con-
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For a brochure with line drawings of Greg's furniture, send a business-size SASE
to: Greg Arceneaux Cabinetmakers, 67230 lndustry Lane, Covington, LA 70433.
Greg holds monthly weekend workshops for a cost of $250 per student. He also
offers Louisiana-style furniture plans, kits, and traditional woods, such as cypress.
For details, phone 504/893-8782, or e-mail Gregarceneaux@aol.com.
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roductsthat erform
These woodworking wares passed our shop-tested trials

Pgerless pngssure i However, instead of the rypical 125 psi
from I 10 volts
To deliver the volume of air needed to
drive pneumatic tools, such as dual-action
(random-orbit) sanders and spray guns,
you need a large-tank, high-voltage, two-
stage air compressor, right? That used to

Performance * * * * *

v a t u e  * * * * *

Call Porter-Cable at 800/487-8665, or on the Intemet, visit
www.portercable.com.

be the case, but Porter-Cable's Jetsfream
line of two-stage, oil-free compressors
requires only a 15-amp, 1lO-volt circuit to
do the job.

The CPFCZTV3l2lVP model I tested
stores 25 gallons of compressed air.

i top-ena pressure, this two-stage model
! squashes the air twice, up to a maximum
i of 175 psi. It's like packing 60 gallons of

air into a 25-gallon tank.
That factor alone allows you to run

high-demand tools longer than a same-
sized, single-stage unit. But Porter-Cable

engineers also set the cut-in pres-
sure (the pressure at which the
compressor begins refilling the
tank) at 145 psi-far higher than
the 90 psi required by most pneu-
matic tools.

I ran a dual-action sander for
more than seven minutes before
this compressor could no longer
provide the 90 psi to operate the
sander. Even simply dumping air
out of the tank through my blow
gun took 10 minutes before the
compressor starved. According to
the manufacfurer's spec sheet,
the CPFC2TV3525VP delivers
5.1 cubic feet of ait p". minute
(cfrn) at 90 psi. 

'

Performance issues aside, I also
was pleasantly surprised at how
quiet the compressor is. Standing
right next to the motor, I record-
eAa70 decibel (db) reading, and
at 10'away the level dropped to
65 db. (A typical shop vacuum
runs in the 8f85 db range.)

The upright tank on this model
doesn't take up a lot of floor
space in the shop, and the large
wheels make it easy to move
about for those home-enhancing
projects on my honey-do list. I
can plug it in almost anywhere in

difference I found is that the Crafuman
model comes with pneumatic tires.

-Tested by Dave Henderwn

Make this draft
compulsory
The battle against workshop dust contin-
ues on many fronts. We deploy shop
vacuums for small tools, dust collectors
for large tools, and air-filration units to
prevent airborne attacks. Now the folks at
Delta have infroduced another weapon:
the 50-880 Downdraft Table.

The model I tested proffers a24x24"
work surface, surrounded on three sides
by a removable curtain that helps confine
the dust to the suctionable area. As cur-
tains, though, they look more like vertical
blinds. And that's a good thing, because I

Performance * * * * *

* * * * *
Call Delta at 800/438-2486, or on the Intemet,
visit www.deltamachinery.com

found I could move oversized workpieces
through the hanging srips and still contain
the sanding dust to the tabletop.

To see how well this stationary machine
works, I sanded a variety of project parts
using both random-orbit and belt

the house, and the oil-free design means
never having to say, "I'm sorry, I dripped
oil on the carpet."

You'll find similarly appointed high-
presswe air compressors sold under the
Craftsman name at Sears stores. The onlv Continued on page 82

Delta 58-880 Downdraft Table
Porter-Cable Jetstream Compressor
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sanders-two tools with notoriously inef-
fective dust collection. I was impressed
with the suction displayed by this
machine, as I could feel air breezing
across my hands as I worked.

Rubber grommets rimming some of the
holes on the Downdraft Table's work sur-
face prevented marring on the workpieces.
They also gnpped my workpiece well
enough to eliminate the need for addition-
al holddowns, even when using the belt
sander. And, at 33" high, the working
height was just right when sitting on my
tall shop stool, but a tad bit low for use
while standing. (I'm 6'tall.)

Delta suggests that the 50-880
Downdraft Table also can be used as an
ambient air filter when you're not doing
tabletop work. Its t/z-hp. motor-about
twice what you'll find on a typical ceiling-
hung air-filtration unit-seems twice as
loud, too. But when I used it while run-
ning my spindle sander and stationery

belVdisc sander. it cleared the air about as
well as a ceiling-hung unit.

That helps justify the $499 price tag on
the 50-880. If you subtract the cost of an
air-filtration unit from that price, you
could figure you're only spending

$250-300 for the downdraft function. If
you routinely work larger pieces, Delta
also makes a bigger version, the 50-855,
with a 36" square work surface and l-hp
motor that sells for $690.

-Tested by Rich Bright

No more rrthree
ticks past T2r1..."
A couple of years ago in a diner, I over-
heard a bunch of veteran construction
workers lamenting how the new guys
couldn't look at a measuring tape and tell
5/s" from r%e". Rather than defend the
rookies (I'm guilty, too, of using dimen-
sions such as "17 and three ticks past a
half "), I held my tongue. But when I saw

Pedormance ****
Price
Value * * * * *

$s

Call U.S. Tape at 800/472-8273, or visit
www.ustaoe.com.

Continued on page 84

EasyPoint 25' Tape
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=Et Econ-Abrasives
WE MAKE ABRASIVE BELTS ANY SIZE, ANY GRIT!f - e r @ r . y r 1

\

\
]tandard Abrasive Sheets ABRASIVE BELTS

gettsffii0ra
bi-directional splice, specify grits.

1X3O $.81ea
1X42 .81ea
1X44 .81ea
2112X16 .85ea
3X18 .86ea
3)e1 .9oea
3X23314 .93ea

3X24 $.93 ea
3X27 .96 ea
4YC1 314 1.06 ea
4X24 1.1O ea
4X36 1.35 ea
6X4a 3.5O ea
O€9 6.24 ea

OTHER SIZES ON RESUEST

CABINET PAPER

50/pk 100/pk
6oD $17.58 $31.58C
80D $16.42 $29.26C

100 thru 150C $15.26 $26.95C
FINISHING PAPER

80A $11.74 $19.89C
100 thru 2804 $10.50 $17.58C

NO LOAD PAPEB(white)

100 thru 400A $12.90 $22.40C
"C' : 100 SHEETS

HEAVY DUTY SPRING CLAMPS
amps come w/PVG tips and grips.

Size Price
4' $1.75 ea
6' 2.25
8u 3.50

Velcro@ Vacuum Discs
Hole pattern tor BqqehSsndelg

T#ffi"@
5' 80 .46 i'r'in t .
5" 1OO thru 320 .4S 

'i 
i.:,'..

lc Atnilable in 5 hole pattem 'tc

JUMBO ROUTER PAD(24 'x  36 ' )
I twi l lnotal low small  blocks of wood
to slip out under router orsanding
applications. ROUTER PAD

ONLY $8.95ea.
rWide Belts*Rolls'Flap Wheels

tPump Sleeves*PSA Discs
rRouter & Wood Bits*Wood Glue

TUMBO BELT CLEANING STICK
oNLY $8.80

*MasterOard, VISA, Discover, Am. Exprest 
ECf-f n_AbfaSiVgSTSATISFACTION G UARANTEED! ! !

icALL FOB FREE CATALOG -5. I .O Bg W1628
-TX add appropriate sales tax :a Frisco, TX 75034
-Callfor shipping charges - | (972)377-9779

TOLL-FREE ORDERING LINE (800)367 -4101
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the EasyPoint tape, I flashed back to that
day and thought, "It's about time."

As you can see in the photo on page 82,
EasyPoint takes all the guesswork out of
measuring. While there are other fraction-
ally marked tapes that identify down to
%" increments, this product goes a step
further: down to the hard-to-read Vtoths.

At first, I thought it would be gimmicky,
but I quickly became enamored with how
nice it is to actually know the exact mea-
surement without having to figure in my
head. The 1"x25'nylon-coated tape
retracts solidly into its case, and shows the
typical markings for studs and trusses.

-Tested by Garry Smith

Locate and lock with
a 45o no-slip ioint
I've always liked using a lock-miter bit
when making 90o joints, such as box or
drawer corners. Besides providing more
gluing surface, the tongue-and-groove-

style joint keeps the workpieces properly
aligned without the hassle of splines or
biscuits. Now, you can get that same
sftength and stability when gluing up
eight-sided pieces, with the Sommerfeld
22V2" Lock Miter Set.

Sommerfeld 22Y2" Lock-Miter Set
Performance * * * * *

* * * * : t

Call CMT at 888/268-2487. or visit
www.cmtusa.com.

The word "set" is key because in a 90"
lock-miter joint, you use just one bit to cut
both sides of the joint. That geome0ry
doesn't work on a 45o joint, so there are
two bits in this set: one to cut the tongue
and the other to cut the mating groove.

I had little difficulty setting up the cut,
which is designed for 3/+" stock. After a
few trial-and-error cuts in scrap to center
the groove-cutting bit (shown lying on the
router table in the photo atleft),I milled
one edge of my eight staves. I then repeat-
ed the process with the tongue-cutting bit
and milled the opposite edge. The pieces
matched perfectly.

Frankly, the occasion to make eight-
sided objects just doesn't happen much in
my shop, so I can't justiff the cost for
myself. But, if you want one and need
another reason to take the plunge, you also
can use this set to make sfong edge-to-
edge joints in flat panels.Q

-Tested by Rich Bright

$130
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Continued from Talking Back page 12:
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finishin touches
Woodworking workshops
debut at Home DePot
The Home Depot company calls it The Big Kid's Workshop, and

if you're just getting started in woodworking or want to, it may be

perfect for you. In cooperation with RidgiGTools, Home Depot

launched the Saturday woodworking class in September 1999 at its

Escondido, California, store.
The four-week long class was the brainchild of Steve Wojtak, a

former Escondido Home Depot employee and woodworker who

now teaches woodworking for Ridgid Tools. Steve says that the

response to the classes was overwhelming. (At the time of this

writing, the store was kicking off its 14th class.) "So far, I have

received requests for information from 13 other stores that want

similar programs," he adds. "Home Depot may soon have the pro-

gram operating in stores nationwide."
At the Escondido Home Depot, children from 6-11 years of age

spend Saturday momings in the Kid's Workshop. Teenagers and

adults take over at 12:30 pm. "We tried to keep the class size to 10

students for safety reasons," Steve says. Because he has moved on

to Ridgid to teach woodworking regionally, the program is now

run by Hurley Dodd and Dustin Kuhn of Home Depot.

In the classes, students learn to use Ridgid stationary and bench-

top tools and portable power tools from other manufacturers.

Projects start simply with a birdhouse and get more complex with

a display cabinet. And get this, the workshops are totally free of

charge. Home Depot absorbs the cost of materials.

While you're at it, check outWOODo magazine's www.wood-

workingbasics.com Web site. It supplements the classes perfectly.

Wood collectors convene
If you get excited seeing a big batch of different

woods, try to make the International Wood

Collectors Society's annual meeting (see "Wood

Collecting," WOOD magazine, Issue 1 26,

September 2000). It's August l5 through 19 at

the Crown American Holiday Inn, Johnstown,

Pennsylvania. President Earl Deemer says you

can expect informative demonstrations on wood-

working and wood and tree identification. There

also will be trading of wood samples and field

trips. For more information, contact Earl

Deemer, RD I Box 115, Bolivar,PA15923;

7 241 67 6-4353 ; e-mail <edeemer@juno.com>.
Or visit www.woodcollectors.org.
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Preferred
pencil
wood
The common "lead
(graphite) pencilwas
first made in the earlY
1800s, and the
favored wood was
eastern red cedar.
But by the early
1900s, the supPly of
large eastern red
cedar trees dwin-
dled. Pencil makers
turned to incense
cedar from the
Pacific Northwest.
Even though other
North American
and South
American species
have been tried,
incense cedar still
is the world
favorite because
of its lightness,
straight grain, and
even texture.

Makers rip
nine pencils from
each piece of
cedar stock, called
a slat. Then they're
shaped, fitted with
graphite, sanded,
painted, labeled, and
ferruled for the eraser.

A Home DePot instructor
oversees the oPeration of a
drill press by a woodwork-

ing student in a Big Kid's
WorkshoP class at the
Escondido, California,

Home DePot.
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Plant a tree, then breathe easy
According to the nonprofit organization, Trees Forever (800/369-1269), a

mature tree annually absorbs 10 pounds of air pollutants, the same

amount emitted by a car driven 3,600 miles. In fact, scientists have calcu-

lated that all of the globe's carbon dioxide is filtered through tree leaves

over a 300-year period.l
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Dear Reader: As a service to you,
we've included full-size patterns on this
insert for irregular-shaped and intricate
project parts. You can machine all other
project parts using the Bill of
Materials and the drawings accompa-
nying the project you're building.
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t/a" hole
(missiont/a" hole for flathead screw

(mission-stlye plate)

Ttr'T
/11lo+" countersunk hole for

ovalhead screw (all-wood plate) WALL PLATES See pase 68
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